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CHINA
The lure of Shangri-La
Rick Stein

A passion for food, a taste for discovery
MasterChef Travel is a brand new collection of culinary group
holidays, designed by travel experts Cox & Kings, focusing
on the world’s great cuisines. The holidays all feature local
cookery experts and many are also joined by former MasterChef
contestants. Our 2014 collection includes holidays to Morocco
with Keri Moss, Vietnam with James Nathan, Thailand with
Andrew ‘Koj’ Kojima and Italy with Sara Danesin Medio.

EASTERN CAPE
Animal magic

MasterChef Travel includes single-centre short breaks and
longer tours to many of the most culturally fascinating parts
of the world. In addition to broadening culinary horizons,
there’s also plenty of sightseeing included to give a complete
travel experience.

Kate Adie
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Discover more about MasterChef Travel by visiting
mastercheftravel.com or call 020 7873 5005.
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Experience the
Colours of Peru
Small-Group Tours

Travel in a small group
of like-minded people on
our escorted tours of Peru.
Groups are limited to a
maximum of 25 people
and stay in first-class 4 &
5-star hotels. Train to Machu
Picchu group tour, 15 Days
/ 12 Nights from £2,895.

Tailor-Made

For those who prefer to
travel independently and
maybe venture off the beaten
track, Cox & Kings’ expert
tour consultants have years
of experience at creating
private journeys in Peru,
tailor-made to suit personal
budgets, dates and interests.

Single Travellers

Cox & Kings’ new range
of small-group tours,
specially created for single
travellers, feature single
occupancy of double rooms
and no single supplements.
Treasures of Peru single
travellers group tour, 11 Days
/ 8 Nights from £2,795.

coxandkings.co.uk/peru
To speak to an expert or request a brochure,
call 0845 867 7431 quoting reference COMPASS

Our Flying Nanny,
Your Helping Hand.
Now onboard

We are proud to announce the launch of our Flying Nanny, a dedicated
childcare assistance programme onboard and on the ground, on all
long-haul flights.
All Etihad Flying Nannies are cabin crew members who
have received additional training from Norland College,
the world’s leader in training childcare professionals.
Dressed in a bright orange apron they will start
assisting you right from the boarding gate until you
are seated. On board, they can arrange bassinets,
help with ideas to keep children entertained, and
support in making your flight as enjoyable as
possible.
For more information on Etihad's family friendly
offerings speak to an expert at Cox & Kings.
Call 0845 867 7431 quoting reference COMPASS.

Local man, Chuchuito, Puno (Alex Bryce)
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Welcome

to Compass

There’s something about cold weather and dark days that makes you want to
eat. I’m sure nutritionists would tell us it’s our bodies, instinctively storing up
fuel for the long, cold months ahead. So why is it then that one of the great
pleasures of travelling to hot and exotic destinations is sampling as much of
the local cuisine as possible?
Food is a passport to many different journeys, as we discover in this issue
of Compass. Television chef Rick Stein is the undisputed king of Cornish
seafood, but he reveals his journey to put Padstow on the culinary map
was anything but plain sailing (p82). Entrepreneur Duncan Bannatyne’s
first taste of travel was sailing around the world with the Royal Navy as a
teenage recruit (p98). He still recalls the flavours of Hong Kong street food
with relish. I had a fascinating conversation with war correspondent
Kate Adie, about how British women’s efforts to feed and house 200,000
Belgium refugees during the first world war, helped change women’s roles
forever (p14). And MasterChef: The Professionals 2012 winner Keri Moss
is full of excitement as she prepares to lead the first MasterChef Travel
journey to Marrakech (p24).
Elsewhere in Compass, we discover historic ports and beautiful beaches
along the desert highways of Oman (p36); unearth the legendary mountain
kingdom of Shangri-La in China (p60); hop about on the colourful islands
of Australia (p56) and enjoy feather beds and ancient temples at a luxury
camp in the Indian Himalaya. And if you still need food for thought,
historian Simon Winder ponders: “if the past is another country, how easy is
it to travel there (p92)?” While author WB Gooderham urges us to forget the
cover: the best way to judge a book is by the fly-leaf dedication (p72).
With round-ups of all the latest books, gadgets, travel news and
competitions, there’s a smorgasbord of travel ideas here. And wherever the
New Year takes you, please write and tell us about your experiences, we
always love to hear from you.
Happy 2014,

Jennifer Cox, Editor

www.coxandkings.co.uk
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Mary Lussiana
is a travel
journalist who
contributes
regularly
to Condé Nast Traveller,
House and Garden, and the
Daily Telegraph. She lives in
Portugal with her husband and
two youngest children. For this
issue, Mary hopped around
the technicolour islands of
Australia (p56).

Matthew Teller
writes on the
Middle East for
the Times, the
BBC, CNN,
National Geographic Traveller
and media outlets around
the world. In this edition of
Compass, Matthew takes
to the open roads of Oman
for a spot of desert discovery
(p36). Read his blog at
QuiteAlone.com or follow him
on @matthewteller.

Simon Winder is a European historian and
renowned author of bestselling books The Man
Who Saved Britain: A Personal Journey into the
Disturbing World of James Bond and Germania:
A Personal History of Germans Ancient and
Modern. He is also publishing director at Penguin and has
recently published Danubia: A Personal History of Habsburg
Europe. In this issue he takes us on a time-travelling trip through
central Europe’s past (p90).

Amar Grover
is a Londonbased freelance
travel writerphotographer
and a regular contributor to the
Financial Times, Independent
on Sunday and Geographical
magazine. He has visited the
Indian Subcontinent regularly
since 1987 and on p64 he
discovers a new level of luxury
in Ladakh.

Travel journalist
Suzanne King
previously
worked as travel
editor of Grazia
and Cosmopolitan, and as a
regular contributor to Condé
Nast Traveller and National
Geographic Traveller. In this
issue, Suzanne discovers the
wild wiles of South Africa’s
Eastern Cape (p48).

W.B. Gooderham is a freelance writer, regularly
reviewing books and contributing articles on
literature to The Guardian and Time Out. He
lives in London and has just written his debut
novel Dedicated to...: The Forgotten Friendships,
Hidden Stories and Lost Loves Found in Second-hand Books,
which he dips into for this season’s Compass Points (p72). You
can read his blog at bookdedications.wordpress.com or follow
him on @wb_gooderham
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On the cover

Black Dragon Pool, Lijiang,
Yunnan province, China

dear compass | NEWs & VIEWS

Dear Compass...
Dear Compass,

s ta r

lett

er

A Cox & Kings travel brochure
arrived in the post recently with an
advertisement for Taiwan, referring
to it as the ‘beautiful island’.
When I was a child, I thought that
‘Formosa’ had the sound of a
magical far-away place, but when
the island was renamed Taiwan and
everything in the market seemed to
have been made there, it became
‘plastic object zone’ and the place
no longer held any charm.
The brochure was illustrated with
a picture of Sun Moon Lake and
what I had lost between the name
Formosa and Taiwan was regained
by this image. I began to research
the country and its people and
decided I would travel there and
experience it for myself. I fell in love
with the gorges, the hot springs,
the lilies and the butterfly farms. The
experience of walking through the
huge boulders and striped marble
of Taroka Gorge was awesome and
I loved the communal atmosphere
of the hot springs. Would I
recommend Taiwan to fellow
travellers? Yes, without hesitation.
Clare Nuala Graham, Birmingham

What a wonderful story
Mrs Graham, we are genuinely
thrilled our brochure inspired
you to rediscover the country
of your childhood imagination.
The Editor.

Dear Compass,
I was tickled to read Nigel Tisdall’s
article about how complicated hotel’s
hi-tech gadgetry has become. We
recently stayed in a beautiful hotel in
Bali where we had a stunning suite,
but simply could not work how to turn
the wall lights off. Admittedly jetlag
may have had something to do
with it, but – too embarrassed
to ask reception for help – in our
exasperation, we ended up draping
the lamps with towels, like budgies
in a cage. Sometimes less is more.
Paul and Mary Santer, by email.

Dear Compass,
We are now home from our wonderful
‘African Odyssey’. It was truly the
holiday of a lifetime and the whole
thing went like clockwork with the
minimum of fuss.
There were so many inspirational
moments during the trip. The safari was
fantastic, of course, but Lalibela truly
captured my imagination. The structure
of the churches was amazing, as was
the fact they have been active places
of worship for 800 years. Despite their
poverty, the devotion of the people
remains very real and perhaps this is
the most inspirational thing of all. I loved
the kindness and gentle nature of the
people. The Dinknesh tour company
representatives who looked after us in
Ethiopia were charming, informative
and always helpful. I would like to pass
on our thanks to them, particularly to
our guide Eyob.
Tom O’Shea, by email.

Dear Compass,
I was delighted to see the interview
with Shelina Permalloo in the last
issue of Compass magazine. My
husband and I were rooting for her all
the way through MasterChef 2012 –
she was so enthusiastic and smiley
– we felt she deserved to win. And it
was nice to read about her continuing
success, also to see she has written
a cook book. Proof that hard work
and enthusiasm can make exciting
things happen. We wish her all
continued success.
Sheila Graham, Surrey.
Thank you Mrs Graham, yours was one
of many letters we received about the
interview with Shelina. I hope you also
enjoy this issue’s interview with Keri
Moss, joint winner of MasterChef: The
Professionals 2012. We are thrilled Keri
will be joining the inaugural MasterChef
Travel tour to Marrakech in March 2014.
The Editor.

Wherever you’ve been or wherever you’re going, we would love to
hear from you. Write to us at: Dear Compass, Cox & Kings Travel, 6th Floor,
30 Millbank, London SW1P 4EE or email compass@coxandkings.co.uk.
The star letter will win a £50 John Lewis voucher.
www.coxandkings.co.uk
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Cox & Kings | News & views

NEW
D irections
Nigel Hosking heads the team of Cox & Kings experts responsible for curating
our range of unforgettable travel experiences. Here he shares some of his
favourite new journeys from our 2014 brochures.

SINGLE TRAVELLERS |
New Group Tours
Hot on the heels of MasterChef
Travel, announced in the last issue
of Compass, I am delighted to
announce another new programme:
Single Travellers. This is a new
collection of group tours especially
created for single travellers who
enjoy exploring the cream of the
world’s sites in the company of likeminded people. All accommodation
is based on single occupancy of
twin / double rooms. There are no
single supplements.

Taj Mahal, Agra

8

Canada |
Wild Yukon

Europe |
Delectable Italy

In 2013 we put Canada on the Cox
& Kings map, introducing a range
of exciting ways to experience this
vast, spectacular country. We have
just added a further eight itineraries,
one of which I confess to having
a personal interest in. Combining
Canada’s remote Yukon Territory
with Alaska, not only does this tour
include breathtaking panoramas
and historic sites, but it also visits
the great gold rush areas, such as
Dawson City, where my great Uncles
Art and Harry once panned for the
precious metal.

Adding to our existing collection, in
2014 we are introducing three new
group tours to Italy, exploring the
Lakes in the north, Puglia in the south
and Tuscany. Each itinerary features
sumptuous sites, both well-known
and off-the-beaten track. If I had to
choose one, I’d pick the Tuscany
tour for its appealing countryside,
beautiful Renaissance cities and
hill towns, and Moorish cuisine and
wines. This tour also includes a
cooking class, introducing travellers
to the art of making Italian bread and
pasta.

Yukon & Alaska Discovery is available
as a self-drive Private Journey – 14
Days / 13 Nights from £2,045.

Classic Tuscany is available as an
escorted Group Tour – 7 Days / 6
Nights from £1,595.

COMPASS 
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To request a brochure please visit:
coxandkings.co.uk

Tuscany

Cox & Kings | News & views

Art Tours |
Exclusive Jerusalem
Guided by an expert lecturer, our tour
to this extraordinary city features a
number of exclusive treats, including
behind-the-scenes access to many
of the sites. We include a private talk
from an Israel Museum curator, as
well as special access to the Church
of the Holy Sepulchre roof.

Volta River delta, Ghana

Jerusalem: The Golden City is
available as an escorted Group Tour
– 7 Days / 6 Nights from £1,795.

Africa | Festive Ghana
Known as one of Africa’s friendliest nations, Ghana is a land of great natural
beauty that has long appealed to travellers for its Ashanti culture, excellent
national parks, and lush rainforests. Our tour includes the Akwasidae Festival, a
colourful parade presided over by the King of Ashanti. There is also an opportunity
to add a visit to Togo and Benin.
Colours of Ghana is available as an escorted Group Tour – 10 Days / 8 Nights
from £2,745.

Old city, Jerusalem

Relax Collection | Unspoilt Anguilla
The unspoilt Caribbean island of Anguilla is one of the northernmost Leeward
Islands in the Lesser Antilles. The pace of life is gentle. You can discover your own
stretch of deserted glorious white sand, dine in one of the numerous excellent
restaurants, or follow the heritage trail for a little culture. Feel like embracing your
inner Robinson Crusoe? Take a day cruise and have one of the nearby islands all
to yourself.
Anguilla

Anguilla Island Holiday – 9 Days / 7 Nights at Cuisinart Golf Resort & Spa
from £1,795.

MasterChef Travel |
A taste of Marrakech
Our new collection of escorted culinary
tours, in partnership with MasterChef,
is now available to book, and features a
range of deliciously different tours ranging
from Tuscany to Thailand. Our first
tour is with the 2012 MasterChef: The
Professionals champion Keri Moss. You
can join her exploring Morocco’s classic
cuisine in the vibrant city of Marrakech.
Morocco – Souks & Spices of
Marrakech is available as an
escorted Group Tour – 5 Days /
4 Nights from £1,345.

Spice market, Marrakech
www.coxandkings.co.uk
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SINGULAR EXPERIENCES,
SHARED.

At Cox & Kings, we have tapped into our unrivalled expertise to create a new
collection of small-group tours especially for single travellers. Our tours feature
high quality hotels, selected for their sensible single traveller prices and we guarantee
single occupancy of double rooms. These tours are ideal for single travellers looking
to explore fascinating parts of the world in comfort, while enjoying the peace of
mind and finesse offered by Cox & Kings, and the pleasure of sharing extraordinary
experiences with like-minded people.
To speak to an expert or request a brochure, please call 0845 867 7431 quoting
reference COMPASS, or visit coxandkings.co.uk/single-travellers

SMALL-GROUP TOURS FOR SINGLE TRAVELLERS
ATOL 2815 ABTA V2999

Cox & Kings | News & views

>
Daintree National Park

Australia |
Reef & Rainforest
This new itinerary provides a
combination of Sydney’s historic
and iconic sights, with a stay on
one of the 74 Whitsunday Islands,
fringed by brilliant white sands and
a beautiful clear ocean. A visit to
Daintree National Park, the world’s
oldest living rainforest, is also
included in the trip.
Sydney, Reef & Rainforest is available
as a non-exclusive Group Tour – 10
Days / 9 Nights from £2,150.

Sapporo Snow Festival

Far East |
Little-explored
Northern Japan

Uzbekistan

Middle East |
Silk Road by Rail

Another new group tour for 2014 is
Northern Japan, focusing on the littlevisited island of Hokkaido. A journey of
great contrasts and magnificent sights,
it includes temples, gardens, stunning
mountain scenery, a cruise on the Sea
of Okhotsk, and the Sapporo Snow
Festival if you travel in February.

The Silk Road is surely one of the
world’s most famous trading routes,
conjuring images of Genghis Khan,
the city of Tamerlane, Samarkand
and ancient aromatic spice bazaars.
Our new train journey covers part
of this romantic trail, through the
Central Asian states of Turkmenistan,
Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan.

Northern Japan Explorer is available
as an escorted Group Tour – 12
Days / 9 Nights from £3,995.

The Legendary Silk Route by Rail is
available as an escorted Group Tour
– 14 Days / 12 Nights from £4,645.

India | With Magnum Photos & Martin Parr
Snap up a holiday with a difference, joining Magnum photographer Martin Parr on
a journey through India’s Golden Triangle. Experience the vivacity of this exciting
region through your lens in this specially created tour, with Martin Parr as your
expert photographic guide. Travel from Delhi to historic Lucknow, also taking in
the sights of Jaipur and Agra, capturing epic and everyday India by day, then
enjoy an informal critique session with Martin each evening.
India with Magnum Photos and Martin Parr is available as an escorted Group
Tour departing on 16 February 2014 – 12 Days / 10 Nights from £3,800.

Honduras

Latin America |
Discover Central
America
Although dwarfed by its southern
and northern neighbours, Central
America is a vibrant part of the
world, boasting an abundance of
cultural and scenic highlights. Our
new tour discovers the highlights of
six countries and includes a cruise
through the locks of the Panama
Canal, little-explored Mayan ruins in
Honduras, and the Masaya Volcano
in Nicaragua.

Lucknow
www.coxandkings.co.uk

Grand Tour of Central America is
available as an escorted Group Tour
or Private Journey – 18 Days / 16
Nights from £3,195.
COMPASS
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TRAVEL IN FOCUS | competitionS

WINNER
Las Ventas by Nick Board
‘Just occasionally the bull wins.’

COLOURS OF PERU

PHOTOGRAPHY

COMPETITION
RUNNER-UP

Green Tree Pit Viper
by Anna-Louise Pickering

12
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The Colour of Our World
by Rebecca Saunders

COX & KINGS TRAVEL

Thank you to everyone who entered
our Colours of Peru photography
competition, which had a tremendous
response. Congratulations to
Nick Board, who took the winning
photograph ‘Las Ventas’ (above), and
wins a luxury Cox & Kings holiday
for two to Peru. A selection of the
runners-up are also pictured.

TRAVEL IN FOCUS | competitionS

RUNNER-UP
Sunset in Iznik
by Tony Ford

Travel in focus Photography 
Competition: Taken an exceptional photo on
your travels? Our Travel in Focus photography
competition gives readers the opportunity to see
their images printed in Compass magazine, with the
best photographer winning a £50 BobBooks voucher
and runners-up receiving the new Galapagos with
David Attenborough DVD.

RUNNER-UP
Petra by Night
by Debra Shirley

HOW TO ENTER: Images must be taken in
a destination featured by Cox & Kings and
accompanied by a 40-word description. Email
entries to: compass@coxandkings.co.uk. The
deadline for entries is 28 February 2014 and the
winning images will be published in the Spring issue.

EXCLUSIVE OFFER FOR
COMPASS READERS

Share your amazing travel
stories with a professionally
printed and bound photobook
from BobBooks.co.uk. Create a
unique travel diary with your own
collection of beautifully printed
images to document that amazing journey ...
You can even share and sell your creations via
the online Bob Bookshop.

RUNNER-UP

The Sun Gate
by Peggy Udinski

Creating your professionally bound book is as
easy as 1, 2, 3 ...
1. Download our free Bob Designer software
www.bobbooks.co.uk/download or select
from our other book designing options.
2. Choose from their range of products and design
your book using as many images and text as
you like. Prices start from £14.99.
3. Follow the checkout to order your book and in
7-10* working days you’ll receive your beautifully
bound book.
If you cannot wait to win, Bob Books is offering
a 20% discount to all Compass readers. All you
need to do is enter the code COX&KINGS when
placing your order.

The Quirky Winner of Compass’ Summer 2013 Travel in Focus
Photography Competition was Angela Cave. Her photograph of
Mamallapuram in Tamil Nadu, India was attributed to the wrong person.
www.coxandkings.co.uk

*Please allow 10-12 working days for production and delivery of
Photographic paper products and large format books. Delivery
times for locations outside of the UK will be longer. **Discount
code must be entered during checkout to receive your 20%
discount. Offer valid on photobooks and calendars only. Not valid
on flickbooks, P&P, Design Service costs, gift vouchers or Bob
Bookshop orders. Expires 31 March 2014.

COMPASS
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GUEST TRAVELLER | LIFE
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Kate Adie

GUEST TRAVELLER | LIFE

Fighting to
be heard

Acclaimed war correspondent Kate Adie tells Compass editor Jennifer Cox why she is
now reporting on the women who fought on the Home Front in the first world war.

Kate Adie is synonymous with war
zones. In nearly 20 years as a BBC
correspondent, including 14 as chief
news correspondent, Adie reported from
the front line of some of the world’s
most notorious events: from the protests
of Tiananmen Square to the Gulf War,
Bosnia and Rwanda.
Born in Northumberland and brought
up by adoptive parents in Sunderland,
Adie’s career with the BBC began in
1968, when she joined BBC Radio
Durham as a studio technician. Switching
to production then moving to television
news, it was her coverage of the 1980
siege of the Iranian embassy in London
that brought her to national prominence.
Awarded an OBE in 1993, Adie has won
numerous awards for her broadcasting as
well as for her bestselling books, which
include her autobiography The Kindness
of Strangers (2002) and Nobody’s Child
(2005). As the anniversary of the start of
the first world war approaches, Adie now
publishes her fifth book: Fighting on the
Home Front: The Legacy of Women in
World War One.

Jennifer Cox: What prompted you to
write this book?
Kate Adie: I always thought, when you
report from places experiencing a civil war
or conflict, you shouldn’t only concentrate
on the boys with the toys: that’s the crude
journo description of the front line, the
weaponry, the tactics…. Because although
that’s the very stuff of war, it doesn’t add
up to the whole picture.
Conflict involves everybody, whether
they like it or not. For example, 1993 in
Sarajevo, a whole city the size of Bristol
– modern, extremely sophisticated, or
so it was – became besieged. The water

home and they might get killed at school,
but at least at school they’d be learning
something. The fact there was a war on
didn’t stop parents wanting their children
to get an education. Despite the gun fire
and blackouts, normal life was carrying
on. And that is what modern warfare
is like: it’s no longer a scheduled battle
between two sides meeting on a field.
It happens any time, day or night, in
the places where we live. And that first
started to manifest itself a century ago.
JC: I wondered if there was a degree of
ambiguity with your title Fighting on
the Home Front here. At a time when a

“You shouldn’t only concentrate
on the boys with the toys”
supply was cut off, there was very little
electricity, no petrol… This modern city
went back to medieval standards, all
the while being shelled, snipers on street
corners, food running low... Yet after
a while parents started sending their
children back to school. They reasoned
that the children might get killed at

www.coxandkings.co.uk

woman’s place was firmly in the home,
did the first world war give them an
opportunity to start fighting their way out?
KA: Absolutely. Previous wars had been
Imperial noises off, you sent men to far
off places like Africa and didn’t hear
anything for months. In the first weeks
of the first world war, there was a great

COMPASS
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surge, a rush for the colours as men
enlisted to fight. Back then posters were
the great form of communication by the
government – no radio, no television –
and thousands went up commanding
men: ‘Your Country Needs You’. But
posters aimed at women went up too:
proud mothers praising their smart sons
in dressed uniforms. Other posters asked:
‘To the Women of London, is your best
boy wearing khaki? If he does not think
you and your country are worth fighting
for, do you think he is worthy of you?’
Women were being directly targeted
as part of the recruitment campaign.
Although this makes complete sense now
– targeting advertising at women – back
then it was unheard of: women were
barely considered citizens, they really
didn’t have a social role at all.
JC: What jobs were women doing at
that time?
KA: Huge numbers were in domestic
service. But as vast numbers of men
went to war, increasingly small family
businesses were taken over by wives and
daughters. So not only were these posters
targeting women, even odder, they were
being pasted up by the women themselves.
JC: The suffragettes must have been
delighted.
KA: The suffragettes decided on the very
first week of war that they would halt
hostilities. As Mrs Pankhurst said: “What
was the point of campaigning for the
vote, if there wasn’t going to be a country
to vote in?” Instead, the suffragettes
poured their energies into demanding
the right to work and there were many
marches up and down the country. But
again, this was contrary to what women
were meant to do. If middle-class women
worked once they were married, it was
considered demeaning to their husbands,
who were meant to support them. So
these educated women became good at
charity work, in fact welfare work, as
there was very little government welfare
at the time. And boy did these women
know how to organise: in the first six
months of the first world war around 120
national organisations sprang up, all part
of the Women’s Volunteer Reserve.
JC: And these organisations were quickly
put to the test, as between August and
October 1914, 200,000 traumatised
Belgium refugees arrived into England
by boat.
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“Women were being directly targeted as
part of the recruitment campaign”
KA: There was a wonderful woman
called Flora Shaw. She was married to
Lord Lugard but had previously been
a journalist for The Times reporting
on the Boer War. She was one of what
can only be described as the Organising
Upper Classes: a small number of titled,
influential, wealthy women who were
married to everyone who had anything
to do with running the country (from
parliament and the House of Lords to
big business). So they pulled strings, got
things ready, and within days of hearing

COX & KINGS TRAVEL

that hundreds of thousands of Belgium
refugees were on the way, these women
had commandeered warehouses, factories
and hotels. They raised money through
advertising in newspapers, getting rich
people – including the royal family –
to write cheques, instantly pulling in
thousands of pounds. These grand ladies
found beds, crockery, cutlery, food,
interpreters, people who would look after
children, and within weeks were on top
of the problem. They then dispersed the
refugees across the country.

GUEST TRAVELLER | LIFE

“Things you associate with glamour …
don’t happen when the airport is on fire”
JC: Matched according to their
social status?
KA: Yes, grand people went to country
houses, working-class people got stuffed
in cottages and terraces. The class system
is not an invention of Julian Fellows and
Downton Abbey, it was a rigid, finely
observed system and everybody knew
what was expected of them. But this
was one more example of a big change
coming: refugees – strangers – flowing
into the country. Also thousands upon
thousands of men gathered in army
camps ready to go to France: getting
drunk in ports, attracting a certain kind
of woman. This led to the first big moral
panic. There were a lot during the war,
particularly because women were filling
the jobs these men were leaving open,
and suddenly earning their own money.
JC: Then Hartlepool and Scarborough
were bombed.
KA: Yes, December 1914. Houses were
destroyed and people died. There was
complete shock and panic: nobody saw it
coming. The Germans weren’t attacking
a barracks or port, they were attacking
people’s homes. Suddenly the war wasn’t
something that happened over there, it
happened here. And women were being
killed by the enemy. That in its awful way
was another step upwards for women
in society: being subject to the same
violence as men. It may not be what the
suffragettes had been fighting for but it
moved women into the front line: the
Home Front.
JC: How important were journalists
in the first world war?
KA: It wasn’t journalism’s finest hour.
There were only six accredited British
war correspondents in the field, and they
were told by the general in charge: “You
can write anything you like, as long as
you don’t write about people, places or
events.” The real reporting came from
letters home, and the famous poems
of soldiers like Brooke and Owen, and
volunteer nurses like Vera Britten in her
Testament of Youth. The story was not
fully told by journalists because – like
modern day television war reporting –
they thought it so terrible, they could not
bear to tell people at home know what it
was like. The dreadful conditions at the

Somme, Passchendaele, the loss of life:
they couldn’t bear to do the job.
JC: Do you ever wonder what would have
happened if you hadn’t been doing your
job outside the Iranian Embassy that day
in 1980?
KA: There is luck in stories, but then
other stories come along.
JC: You have covered many conflicts in
your career. It used to be said that:
“A good decision is getting on a plane
at an airport where Kate Adie is getting
off”. Is there an element of truth in that?
KA: Not at all, we used transport planes,
military planes, cargo planes … you don’t
get ordinary passenger planes going into
the kinds of places we were flying to.
JC: People must imagine there is a degree
of glamour in your work: travelling far
and wide, meeting the world’s most
interesting and notorious characters…
KA: There’s nothing much glamorous about
meeting war lords, thugs and dictators. It’s
certainly fascinating and interesting, but
glamorous is not a word I would use. The
last 20 years of my life have been spent
not getting a good wash regularly. In any
modern conflict, the power is off, there’s no
running water, there’s little food available.
You are living in the rough. You do see
some terrific places and stunning locations,
but the other things you associate with
glamour – like a nice hotel, good food, a
warm welcome – don’t happen when the
airport is on fire.
JC: How do you pack for a journey
like that?
KA: Packing didn’t come into it: you
were given no notice, or often were off
on another story. Once I was covering a
big crime story on the islands off Spain
and arrived wearing an anorak and
snow boots, having come straight from
a funeral in northern Germany. It’s very
difficult to pack the right things as you
never know where you might end up.
One thing I always take is a toothbrush:
the army taught me you can do a
tremendous number of things with it. You
can brush your teeth, even if there’s no
water – you can always use alcohol; use
it for cleaning things like your shoes and
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also rifles I am told. And for self-defence
you can cause quite a nasty injury
jabbing someone with it.
JC: So hard bristles then?
KA: Quite. And a torch, that’s essential.
I’ve been to so many places where as soon
as there’s trouble the power is attacked.
You find yourself in modern buildings
with no power and – particularly in hotels
– no windows, so no natural light.
JC: What does it take to be a front
line reporter?
KA: No idea, I just went off and did
certain types of stories. As a journalist
you just take what comes.
JC: Was it ever an advantage or
disadvantage being a woman?
KA: It doesn’t go either way. You have
to work in countries where woman are
treated exceptionally nastily: abused by
men in public, have no rights. You have
to cope with that.
JC: Do you do anything to let off steam?
KA: I don’t have any steam to let off:
it’s an absolutely professional job that
I’m doing, fascinating and fulfilling. The
colleagues I work with are all feet-on-theground people and we enjoy doing it. It
was a privilege to be a reporter.
JC: Was? Do you not see yourself going
back out in the field?
KA: The job doesn’t exist anymore:
television is a 24-hour news presentational
job, the world has changed. I still broadcast
twice a week and I write. You move on.
JC: Do you ever go on holiday?
KA: I do, but one of the minor regrets
of life is that air travel has become so
nauseatingly interfering and difficult.
The days when you could race into an
airport and jump on a plane seem to be
disappearing fast. That is progress. But
I’m still curious, I’m still travelling. •
Kate Adie presents
From Our Own
Correspondent
on BBC Radio 4.
Fighting on the
Home Front: The
Legacy of Women
in World War One
by Kate Adie is
published by Hodder & Stoughton (£20).
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H OT LIST
Katie Parsons rounds up the best new hotels and events launching this winter.
Redefining luxury in the Luangwa

Opened in June 2013, the Chinzombo Camp brings a new level of luxury to
Zambia’s Luangwa National Park. Spacious living areas provide views across
the river, which teems with wildlife, and the six-villa camp has a private
entrance into the national park. Chinzombo Camp is the perfect place from
which to explore the wilds of the Luangwa in style, luxury and exclusivity.
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Raffles on a
Chinese island
In the south-east of Hainan, an
island province in southern China,
Raffles has opened their 10th
hotel. With 12km of coastline on
Clearwater Bay, the hotel has
direct beach access, making it a
perfect spot to relax at the end
of a holiday. The contemporary
rooms and suites have
incorporated some local touches,
with the artwork and fabrics
paying homage to the traditional
hill tribes of Hainan.

Wild Ethiopia
For somewhere off the beaten track, this new lodge opening in December
2013 in Bale Mountains National Park, is about as remote as it gets and
heralds a new era of luxury for Ethiopia. A six-hour drive south from Addis
Ababa, Bale Mountain Lodge is surrounded by high mountains, sweeping
valleys and wide expanses of forests, with much of it more than 3,800
metres above sea level. Many rare species, such as Ethiopian wolves and
mountain nyala may be spotted on safari drives.
www.coxandkings.co.uk
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The world at your fingertips…
Visit our website
• New inspirational content • More holidays, ideas and imagery
• Recommendations for books and films before you travel
New destinations
Canada • Congo • Ghana • Greenland • Indonesia
Visit www.coxandkings.co.uk for:
• More than 1,000 detailed itineraries • Hotels reviews, travel advice and more in our blog
• In-depth tailor-made section featuring hotels, excursions and things to do
• The latest special offers, news, tailor-made travel information, new tours and
a wide range of superb value luxury European city breaks
• Plus our collections of Relax luxury escapes, honeymoons and Family Explorer holidays

Have your say
If there is something you would like to see on our website, email us at website@coxandkings.co.uk
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A mountain retreat
Set within a 3,500-acre exclusive estate in India’s
Western Ghats, the Hilton Shillim Estate Retreat &
Spa is the first Hilton retreat in Asia and is easily
accessible from Mumbai. The all-villa retreat is set in
pristine wilderness and rooms overlook either paddy
fields, bamboo plantations or the picturesque valley.
Explore the estate on foot, by bike or on horseback,
and afterwards relax in the spa, which offers more
than 80 therapies and experiences inspired by the
ancient holistic practices of Ayurveda and yoga.

Boating in Burma
In remote southern Burma lies the Mergui archipelago
– 800 sparsely populated islands virtually unknown to
the outside world. The Meta IV is a 25-metre luxury
yacht with only four cabins, each fully air-conditioned
with en suite bathrooms and electric toilets. Fivenight cruises run from November to July, or the boat
can be chartered for up to 10 guests. Sail to pristine
beaches, swim amongst colourful reef fish, and
enjoy sundowners back on board seeing only the
occasional fisherman.

Volcano view
Surrounded by rainforest, streams and natural springs, Nayara Springs
sits in the foothills of Costa Rica’s famous Arenal volcano and opens this
Christmas. The 16 exclusive villas each have a private pool and outdoor
seating area from where guests can spot toucans, hummingbirds and
macaws. The deck is a good place, if lucky, to watch the lava flows on the
volcano – best seen at night.
www.coxandkings.co.uk
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HOURS IN

48 Marrakech
Katie Parsons explores a city bursting with life at all times of day.

Walls of Marrakech

1. WHY BOOK NOW
Marrakech is about as exotic a place as you
can reach on a four-hour flight. Local goods
such as leather slippers, colourful plates and
pashminas make authentic rather than tacky
souvenirs. With daytime temperatures around
20°, Christmas shopping will be a breeze.

and Palais Namasker. Or stay in the heart of the
medina in a stylishly converted riad: one of the
traditional Moroccan houses built around a garden
courtyard. For the best of both worlds, explore the
souks from your base in say the exquisite Riad
Ilayka, then spend a couple of nights relaxing in
the new luxury Mosaic Palais Aziza.

2. GET YOUR BEARINGS

4. KNOWN FOR

Head for Djemaa el Fna, Marrakech’s marketside main square in the heart of the old city
(medina). The Koutoubia mosque is on the
western side and souks are to the north. The
Palmeraie, to the north and east of the medina,
is the new part of the city and features chic
boutique and luxury hotels.

If there is anything Marrakech is more famous
for than its labyrinthine souks (markets) and
colourful mounds of pungent spices, it’s
haggling. Pitch with the pros – stall holders have
it down to a fine art, or should that be Olympic
sport! – for hand-woven carpets from Rabat or
embroidered fezes from, err Fez.

3. CHECK IN

5. WORTH WALKING

It’s difficult to keep track of all the elegant new
resort hotels that have opened in the last 18
months. The best include the Taj Palace Hotel

Surprisingly, however lost you feel in the souks,
you always end up back at the square, and if
not, someone will point you in the right direction.
Koutoubia Mosque
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Shoes at the souk

Leave your map in your bag and explore the
myriad of souks spreading north from the
Djemaa el Fna. Each is named after the main
product they sell: spice souk, shoe souk, crafts,
leather, perfume…

6. QUICK LUNCH
After a morning in the souks, head back
to Djemaa el Fna for a snack in one of the
cafes lining the square. Street performers
work the crowds, and the non-stop activity is
entertainment in itself. Cafe des Epices or Cafe
de France are good spots: their roof terraces
give you a bird’s-eye view, while the pavement
tables are ringside seats.

7. CULTURAL AFTERNOON
Bahia Palace is a gracious, 19th-century
palace, whose maze of apartments opens onto
elegant gardens and fountain-set courtyards.
Nearby, the remains of El Badi Palace, which
means ‘incomparable palace’, and was inspired
by the Spanish Alhambra, is still an impressive
building, though now home only to storks.

8. COCKTAIL HOUR
Head to one of the rooftop bars, such as Cozybar
in the Mellah district, to watch the sun set over
the medina. Cocktails, excellent local wine or
even a sweet mint tea are the perfect tipple.

9. DRESSING FOR DINNER
Book a dinner in your riad and enjoy traditional
home-cooked Moroccan food served in the
peaceful courtyard. Typical foods served might
include a selection of dips and vegetables or
pitta, a lamb tagine with couscous and fruits or
sweet pastries to end.

10. NIGHT ON THE TOWN
The Djemaa el Fna really comes to life as the sun
goes down. Vendors wheel food stalls seemingly
out of nowhere and set up grills selling meat,
fish and vegetable kebabs. Popular with locals
and tourists alike, it’s a great spot to soak up the
atmosphere. The hard part is choosing a stall,

Djemma el Fna

especially with the distraction of local snake
charmers, musicians, magicians, acrobats and
story tellers.

11. EASY LIKE…
A traditional hammam is the perfect way to
sooth tired feet. You can join the locals in the
public baths, or experience a private hammam
such as Les Bains de Marrakech. For guests
of the Palmeraie hotels, an indulgent spa
treatment is a must. I personally – and highly
– recommend the body scrub and hammam at
the Mosaic Palais Aziza.

12. WINDOW SHOPPING
Marrakech is a shopper’s paradise: you can find
everything you need, and things you definitely
don’t. In the souk, the criss-cross alleys of
Kissaria are lined with stalls specialising in good
quality cotton clothing and feather-light wool
blankets. Or go to the more western Centre
Artisanal, a huge department store type outlet,
selling the best of the souks’ handicrafts, in a
less chaotic setting.

13. DON’T MISS
The Jardin Majorelle is one of the most beautiful
gardens in Marrakech. Restored in the 1980s
by Yves-Saint Laurent and his partner, the
subtropical garden’s towering palms and
flamboyant cacti are framed within striking blue
(majorelle blue) walls and hand-painted tiles.
After a stroll around the garden, cool off in the
courtyard cafe with a refreshing tea.

14. OUT OF TOWN
The Atlas Mountains are just over an hour’s
drive from Marrakech and are a complete
contrast to the bustling city. Explore traditional
Berber villages and souks, or hike into the hills
set with fertile valleys, rivers and waterfalls. It’s
possible to stay longer, using one of the chic
mountain hotels as your base. For the really

www.coxandkings.co.uk

adventurous, there is a five-day trek to Mount
Toubkal, which at 4,200 metres is North Africa’s
highest mountain.

Need to know:

MARRAKECH
THE BACKGROUND
Location: At the foothills of the Atlas
Mountains, 322km southwest of the
capital Rabat.
Languages: Arabic, Berber and French.
Population: 1 million (2012).
Time zone: GMT +0 hours.
Currency: Moroccan dirham (MAD).
£1 = 13.5 MAD.
Visas: No visa required if staying under
three months.
POTTED HISTORY
Marrakech has been inhabited by Berber
farmers since Neolithic times, but was
founded in 1062. The red city walls were
built in the 12th century and from then it
grew rapidly into a cultural, religious and
trading centre for sub-Saharan Africa:
Djemaa el Fna is the continent’s busiest
square. In the early 20th century, Marrakech
underwent several years of unrest, leading
to the French Protectorate in Morocco being
established in 1912. Independence came in
1956, and since then Marrakech has thrived
as a tourist destination.

TRAVEL WITH COX & KINGS
Recommended tour: Marrakech short
break: A 4-day / 3-night break at Riad
Ilayka is from £495 per person with flights,
transfers and breakfast daily.
Keri Moss is leading MasterChef Travel’s
5-day / 4-night Souks & Spices of
Marrakech tour, priced from £1,395 per
person, including accommodation in a riad,
transfers, excursions and flights.
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SUgar & SPICE
As Cox & Kings launches MasterChef Travel, Compass editor
Jennifer Cox meets the MasterChef who will be sharing
her passion for cooking on the first tour. Joint winner of
MasterChef: The Professionals 2012, Keri Moss was praised
by the judges as having ‘magic running through her fingertips’.
A year on and she is still pinching herself.
Keri Moss: I’m still trying to get used to
that title.
Jennifer Cox: You worked hard to earn it
though. Have you gone back and watched
any of the programmes?
KM: I’ve seen a few, but it’s hard: I still
have those stomach wrenching feelings,
watching myself thinking: ‘What are you
doing??’ I’ve watched the final though. I
love the final.
JC: Did you watch this year’s amateur
series?
KM: Natalie [Coleman, MasterChef
2013 winner] was absolutely brilliant.
These are not professional chefs and yet
they’re not far behind The Professionals:
the sheer number of dishes they produce,
and the quality. They’ve got talent and
passion: you can see it in their eyes.
JC: Where did your interest in cooking
originally come from?
KM: When I was growing up, mum was
always cooking and dad was always at
the allotment growing vegetables for my
mum to cook, or swapping them with
the butcher for cheese or meat. Whatever
dad brought home, mum cooked it.
And it was always really good. Especially
the cake.
JC: You seem to be more of a sweet than
a savoury person.
KM: I love all cooking, but when I’m
making cakes or pastry, I go into a
different world. There’s definitely a lot
more love there.
JC: Is that one of the dangers of working
with food? Often when you see chefs on
television, you can’t help but notice their
weight fluctuating.
KM: My chef whites have certainly
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gone up and down over the years,
depending which section I’ve been
working on. Chefs have really bad eating
habits: we’re always tempted to grab
something quick and easy rather than
something healthy. It’s because when we
should be eating, we’re in service, and
then when we finish it’s late. And in the
morning, there’s no time: you grab a
quick shower and it’s straight back to the
kitchen. I have to admit to reaching for
the doughnuts a few times myself.
JC: So where do you find the time to
think creatively about food and have
ideas for new recipes?
KM: I read a lot of event and catering
magazines – to get ideas, read about
new techniques, see who’s doing what.
And I eat out a lot, from street food to
three-star Michelin restaurants. I love
food so much: even on my days off, it’s
all about food. If I go to my parents,
there’s always food; when I see my
friends, there’s food. Sometimes I think
I’m obsessed.

mistake, you’ve been told you’ve made a
mistake, deal with it and move on.
JC: How was it working with
Tom Kerridge?
KM: You walk into the Hand & Flowers,
his restaurant in Marlow, and initially
it’s quite intimidating because of his
reputation and the kitchen’s reputation.
But within five minutes you just feel
completely at home. He’s so welcoming,
his wife, the team … they’ll show you
how they work, a new technique. I
learned such a lot there. I didn’t want to
leave, he’s an amazing talented man.
JC: And MasterChef judge Michel Roux
Jr has become a bit of a mentor?
KM: He’s phenomenal. I try really hard
not to call him all the time, but there
have been times when I’ve needed his
advice. And when I do he’s right there,
guiding me in the right direction. It’s
really weird to think that I’ve got him on
speed dial.
JC: And what would an emergency call
to Michel Roux Jr be about: “my custard
won’t set” or more business decisions?
KM: Predominantly business, helping
me prioritise the various offers that have
come my way, and work out what’s in my
best interest. For me it’s never about the
money, it’s about the ethos of the people
I’m working with.

JC: I read that one of your inspirations is
Angela Harnett?
KM: Yes, she’s a natural chef: everything
comes naturally to her. She is familyorientated and cooks dishes you can
make at home, but ones that can also
become high-end event food. I worked
with her at the Olympics: just to watch
her cook, and to see how she is with her
staff … I think she’s great.

JC: And perhaps advising you on
opening a restaurant of your own?
KM: Yes, and this means a lot to me.
It’s a pub-restaurant called The Patch
and will be opening in East Dulwich
in November. It’s very community
orientated – suppliers are mostly other
businesses on the high street – and our
goal is to become the first sustainable
pub / restaurant in London. We have an
aquaponic system on the roof where we
will be growing 95% of our vegetables
and herbs. We are also involved with a
couple of allotment associations, who
will be supplying seasonal, locally
grown produce.

JC: And proof chefs don’t have to be
macho, shouty-sweary types to get the
job done.
KM: Exactly. There are times when you
need to be, but she does it in a way that
doesn’t embarrass or humiliate you. And
that’s how it should be: you’ve made a

JC: So harking back to the days of your
mum cooking whatever was in season on
your dad’s allotment?
KM: Exactly, that’s what really excites
me. We’ll be cooking whatever is ready
on the roof, so at the moment that’s a
warm roasted onion squash salad, with
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prosciutto from Cumbria and chargrilled,
marinated British artichokes.
JC: How do you feel about leading
the first MasterChef Travel tour to
Marrakech in March 2014?
KM: I am so excited, and really
honoured to be the first MasterChef
guide. Moroccan cuisine really interests
me: the style of eating is so family and
community orientated, and the dishes
themselves … all these wonderful, rich
flavours. Tagines are one of my favourite
dishes. When I worked in contract
catering, they only ever asked me to
make them. I love the grains so typical of
North African cuisine: quinoa, couscous
... It’s very healthy food: nothing greasy
or fat-laden, they use this amazing thick
yogurt as a fat base. Then of course
there are all the fantastic spices. All those
colours, tastes and smells ... it’s going to
be phenomenal.

JC: It sounds terrifically exotic
and exciting. Also a good way
to get a taste – literally – of
local culture.
KM: This is very much a
hands-on experience. Shopping
where locals shop, cooking
and eating the way locals do
... it brings you so much closer
to a city. It’ll be good fun too:
it’s an incredibly inclusive
experience cooking and eating
as a group, everyone sharing
stories about their experience
of the day. It’s going to be
fantastic, I can’t wait. •

JC: And will you all be out in the souks
haggling for these spices?
KM: Absolutely, then we’ll take all
the spices and fresh ingredients back
to the riad where we’re staying, and
cook something special together. I’ll be
doing most of the cooking, but inviting
members of the group up and getting
them to assist. I certainly don’t want it
all to be about me cooking and everyone
else watching, the more involved you
are, the more you learn. And when we’re
out in the Djemaa el Fna square, I want
to interact with the street chefs: find
out what their techniques are and the
traditional, authentic ways. We’ll all be
discovering this together.

A Taste of Marrakech
March 2014

Keri Moss leads MasterChef Travel’s
Morocco: Souks & Spices of Marrakech
in March 2014. It is the first of a new
collection of escorted culinary tours,
run in partnership with MasterChef.
For further information go to:
www.mastercheftravel.com
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Katie Parsons asks the Cox & Kings’ experts about their favourite local cuisine.

Six of the best…

regional dishes

“Sampling local specialities is one of the joys of travelling. My most treasured holiday memories
seem to involve food of some description: buying cherries from a small market in Greece as a young girl;
eating guinea pig in a Peruvian school; grazing my way through a Hong Kong street market. Cuisine cuts
to the heart of a country’s character, so I asked some of our experts to recommend their favourites…”

one
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two

three

Pho, Vietnam

Kothimbir Vadi, India

Mole Poblano, Mexico

by Neill Prothero, Far East expert

by Roop Kumar, India expert

by Rachel Nicoll, Latin America expert

Often referred to as the
‘soul of the nation’, pho
is considered Vietnam’s
national dish. The ultimate
street food, it’s a simple Vietnamese
soup made with noodles and served with
chicken or beef and onion, with lime,
herbs and chilli to flavour.

Growing up in Bombay,
this was, and still is, one
of my favourite snacks.
A blend of chickpea flour
and freshly chopped coriander with mild
spices, I always ordered kothimbir vadi
for lunch when I accompanied my father
on his business trips.

Traditionally a Vietnamese breakfast
staple, pho is now part of the western
restaurant scene. The combination of
flavours and aromas instantly transport
me back to the busy streets of Hanoi
in northern Vietnam, sat with local
Hanoians on tiny chairs in streetside
restaurants, watching the world go by.

I love the smell of coriander and it’s
even better dipped in mustard flavoured
yoghurt or coconut chutney. It reminds
me not only of my childhood, holding
my father’s hand around the bustling
streets of old Bombay, but also the
sights and smells of one of the world’s
classic cities.

Mexicans love chilli so
much they even mix it
with chocolate. Mole
(pronounced moll-lay)
Poblano hails from the regions of Puebla
and Oaxaca, and contains up to 20
ingredients including chilli peppers,
onions, tomatoes and garlic. There’s
also a secret ingredient: unsweetened
chocolate. This dark, reddish brown sauce
– delicious served with chicken, turkey or
shrimp – is the perfect comfort food. My
first taste of mole was at a roadside stall
as I sheltered from an immense tropical
downpour, starving after hours exploring
the ruins of Tulum. I can still recall the
intense, delicious flavours.
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Dish cooked especially for Compass by
Neelan Naniwadekar, India expert Jayant’s wife
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five

six

Lahmacun, Turkey

Gooseneck barnacles, Spain

Potjiekos, South Africa

by Michael Fleetwood, Europe expert

by Eleanor Day, Europe expert

by Louise Stanion, Africa expert

Roughly translated as
dough with meat, lahmacun
is a round piece of thin
oven-baked dough topped
with minced meat, herbs, onions and
other vegetables, that is believed to have
originated in the Middle East. A versatile
dish, it is eaten as a side and, depending
on the region of Turkey, is sometimes
sprinkled with lemon juice or wrapped
around vegetables. The most popular,
and my favourite way of eating it is to
dip small pieces into a pomegranate
marinade of thinly sliced vegetables.
I just took my toddler to Turkey for the
first time and gave him a taste. It went
down well!

They may not look
or sound particularly
appetising but gooseneck
barnacles are a Galician
delicacy. I tried a plate in La Coruña,
unaware of the high price at which they
come. These claw-like crustaceans are
harvested in the far north-west shore
of Spain. During a full or new moon,
when the tide is low, fishermen hang
precariously by rope, descending into
the punishing Atlantic surf to slice the
barnacles from the slippery cliff face. For
the fishermen, the profit makes it worth
the danger. And for me, the dramatic
briny flavour of the sea captured in this
shellfish was like no other.

Potjiekos literally translates
as ‘small pot food’.
It originated with the
Voortrekkers (pioneers),
who shot wild game and added it to
the pot. The stew can include meat,
vegetables, carrots, cabbage, cauliflower,
pumpkin, fruits, pasta, rice or potatoes.
Traditionally it is prepared outdoors in
a traditional three-legged cast iron pot,
often on a barbecue under the stars.
The ingredients are all slow-cooked
with Dutch-Malay spices and it tastes
delicious. Potjiekos is a very sociable
dish and always reminds me of my first
trip to South Africa, eating it round a
camp fire.

www.coxandkings.co.uk
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Natural
Selection
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Polar cubs, Manitoba

From cherry blossom in Vancouver to the
thundering waterfalls of Quebec, Sasha Wood
counts the seven wonders of Canada’s wild.

1. MountIE country

Unesco-listed for their outstanding natural beauty, the Canadian Rockies’ quartet
of national parks – Alberta’s Banff and Jasper; British Columbia’s (BC) Yoho and
Kootenay – encompass an untouched landscape of folding mountains reflected in
glacial blue lakes, with slopes and shores carpeted in pine. Its dramatic landscapes
are best experienced on foot or during a leisurely road trip. But for a whirlwind tour
of exceptional natural splendour, board the Rocky Mountaineer for a train journey of
Rocky highlights such as BC’s Mount Robson – the range’s highest peak at 4,000
metres – and glacial Pyramid Falls. To the east, Quebec’s Laurentian Mountains are
accessible all-year round and beckon lovers of the great outdoors to explore vast
unspoilt tracks of forest, lakes, hills and peaks. One of the world’s oldest mountain
ranges, the Laurentians are home to red deer and elk among a wealth of other wildlife.

2. Ice & Lights

Moraine Lake, Banff National Park

Nicknamed the polar bear capital of the world, Churchill – set on the Hudson Bay in
Manitoba – is a prime site for spotting the great white bears, especially in winter as
they move onto the winter ice in search of food. At night, the extraordinary Aurora
Borealis can be found crackling across Manitoba’s skies – one of the best places
on the planet to see them. To feel the full frosty force of the frozen landscape, head
high up into Alberta’s Rockies to walk on a glacier – the Glacier Discovery Walkway
opens May 2014 – or drive along Highway 93 North: the legendary Icefields Parkway
through Alberta’s heart-stoppingly rugged interior. Northwest, Yukon’s Whitehorse
acts as gateway to the Northern Lights with sightings virtually-guaranteed in the
winter months. Learn about the science behind the magic at the Northern Lights
Space & Science Centre on the shores of Yukon’s Watson Lake.
www.coxandkings.co.uk
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Lone wolf, Banff National Park

Niagara Falls

Stanley Park, Vancouver
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3. Animal attraction

Moose, bears, elk, wolves and deer … seek out Canada’s Big Five deep in the Rocky
Mountain’s serenely beautiful national parks. Among the hot springs, glacier lakes
and thick pine forests of Banff National Park, spot grizzly and black bears lumbering
through the wilderness or see moose swishing on the lakeshores of Jasper. To find
the rarest bear of all head to the Great Bear Rainforest on BC’s coast. Home to the
white ‘spirit bear’ or Kermode bear, the forest features an untouched landscape,
where wolves and black bears are also known to roam. Spirit Bear Lodge offers
tours searching for these elusive creatures. For fans of the iconic moose, Ontario’s
Algonquin Provincial Park is one of the prime places to spot them, though pack your
hiking boots as the area is best explored on foot.

4. Watching the whale go by

Whale watching, Newfoundland

Canada’s western and eastern seaboards both offer abundant whale-watching
opportunities. The Maritime Provinces are especially rewarding, with Nova Scotia’s
Cape Breton Island, Newfoundland and New Brunswick’s Bay of Fundy coming up
trumps. Cape Breton offers one of the world’s most scenic drives, winding its way
around a windswept coastline as whales breach just offshore. The Fundy Coastal
Drive is just as spectacular. With a unique geography creating the biggest tidal range
in the world, the Bay of Fundy attracts a huge variety of whales: blue, humpback and
fin whales all come here to feed. Manitoba’s Hudson Bay is also a wonderful location
for whale-spotting with white belugas basking in the comparatively warm summer
waters of the Churchill River. In the west, BC’s capital Victoria is the launch-point for
voyages in search of orcas, minke and grey whales.

5. Fall from grace

Ontario’s Niagara Falls is rightly famed for its breathtaking trio of waterfalls, straddling
the Canadian-America eastern border. But Quebec’s Montmorency Falls actually
plunge from an even greater height. Dazzling by day, at night Montmorency literally
lights up: flashing and sparkling in a huge, beautifully illuminated cove. However, if you
have never witnessed the liquid glory of Niagara, it’s a must-see sight on any trip to
Canada. Avoid the crowds by heading out along the Niagara Parkway, described by
Winston Churchill as ‘the prettiest Sunday afternoon drive in the world’.

6. Wild west

One of the earth’s last great wildernesses, Canada is still very much given over to
nature. Take Vancouver’s Stanley Park in west coast BC: a 1,000-acre urban park
featuring forest trails, beaches and lakes. For an unforgettable wilderness adventure,
take a seaplane and soar over Vancouver Island’s dramatic Pacific panoramas,
before trekking the island’s green valleys and rocky paths along the new North Coast
trail. Another of the west’s great natural wonders is Okanagan Valley – Canada’s
wine country – a three-hour drive east of Vancouver. Set in a crease of the Cascade
Mountains, Okanagan is fruitful as it is beautiful, with peaches, apples and grapes
thriving in its hot-house climate. The enormous Okanagan Lake – its 135km length
fringed with over 40 boutique wineries – is the perfect setting for wild walks and scenic
cycling (though keep your eyes open for the lake’s own Loch Ness monster).

7. Bloom town

Canada’s autumn canopy of golden and red sugar maples makes it a top leafpeeping spot, but in spring nature puts on another colourful display. The western
lowlands of BC are a riot of cherry blossom each April, with the Greater Victoria
Flower Count testament to the region’s bounty. Widely regarded as one of the world’s
most liveable cities, it’s little wonder that Vancouver revels in this floral profusion with
an annual Cherry Blossom Festival (3-28 April 2014) and accompanying blossom
count that tracks more than 40,000 trees. If you are visiting Ontario and the east of
the country, Toronto’s huge 400-acre High Park is another great spot to view spring’s
spectacular blooms, with groves of cherry trees lining the pathways. •
Autumn leaves, Ontario

www.coxandkings.co.uk
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The most nonstops from London Heathrow to
Canada with smooth connections from coast to coast.

CANADA

WHERE TO?

Canada | Travel notes
Moose, Alberta

All you need to know:
CANADA
by Cox & Kings Canada expert – Aaron Jennings

THE BACKGROUND
LOCATION  Encompassing the majority of the northern half of North America, Canada
stretches from the Atlantic Ocean right across to the Pacific.
LANGUAGES English & French.
POPULATION 35 million.
TIME ZONE -3.5 to -8 GMT.
CURRENCY Canadian dollar (CAD / C$) £1 = C$1.67.
VISAS British passport holders do not require a visa to visit Canada for short periods.
POTTED HISTORY Canada’s first inhabitants were likely hunter-nomads who crossed over
the land bridge that once linked Siberia and Alaska. Around 4,500 years ago, a second
wave of migration from Siberia brought the ancestors of the Innuit to Canada. Vikings settled
in Atlantic Canada around 1,000 years ago, 500 years before the arrival of Columbus and
the next wave of European settlers who went on to establish modern day Canada.

SET YOUR COMPASS
THROUGH A WRITER’S EYES

‘Such a land is good for an energetic man.
It is also not bad for a loafer.’
Rudyard Kipling, 1908.

BEFORE YOU TRAVEL
WHEN TO GO
Generally late May to early October is
the best time to visit Canada when the
temperatures are pleasant and there is
plenty to do outdoors.

Vancouver Home to Stanley Park –
Canada’s largest urban park – Vancouver
is a cosmopolitan city that offers excellent
shopping, bars, theatres and clubs.
Banff Set high in the Canadian Rockies,
the small town of Banff was established
in the 1800s as a holiday destination for
wealthy Victorians.
Banff

Churchill A hotspot for wildlife spotting,
including polar bears, beluga whales and
more than 200 species of bird, Churchill is
also an excellent location for experiencing
the northern lights.
Québec City North America’s only walled
metropolis north of Mexico City, Quebec is
one of Canada’s cultural highlights.

TRAVEL WITH COX & KINGS
RECOMMENDED TOUR
Classic Canada – 11 Days / 10 Nights
from £1195 per person.  
This self-drive Private Journey is the
perfect introduction to Canada.

WHAT TO READ
Too Much Happiness by Alice Munro
Collection of short stories, most set in
Ontario or British Columbia, written by
Canadian author Alice Munro who recently
won the Nobel Prize for Literature.
FIND OUT MORE
www.keepexploring.ca
The official website of the Canadian
Tourism Commission.

BEING THERE
WHERE TO STAY
Rosewood Hotel Georgia, Vancouver
An elegant 5-star hotel in the heart of
Vancouver city centre, Rosewood Hotel
Georgia was first opened in 1927.
The Rimrock Resort Hotel, Banff
The 5-star Rimrock Resort Hotel is
located on the side of Sulphur Mountain
overlooking the Bow Valley.

*

TOP TIP Don’t try and cram too much into a holiday to Canada. It’s a vast country
with lots of different experiences, so chose an experience or a region to focus on.
Then see something different the next time you visit.
www.coxandkings.co.uk

WHAT TO EAT
Fiddlehead Fern
This cooked leaf vegetable very popular in
New Brunswick.
COMPASS
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Deserted
Roads
Matthew Teller discovers if there’s one thing more spectacular than driving
across the desert landscapes of Oman, it’s pulling over and exploring them.

M

West of Muscat

y other car is a Honda with a rattle.

I keep reminding myself of this as I guide the
nose of a sparkling four-wheel-drive giant over
the sands of The Sultanate of Oman. This
big beast has a 4.5-litre engine, electronic fuel injection, 220
horsepower… I have no clear idea what that means, but I do
know this is a big car, that’s a big desert, and I’m having big fun
launching one at the other.
Oman is tailor-made for self-drive touring. The local driving
style is considerate and roads in good shape. Omanis, as you’ll
quickly find, are an endlessly hospitable, gracious and generous
people. Above all though, self-driving grants you first-hand
access to some sensationally memorable landscapes, which
would otherwise be inaccessible.
Here is the briefest guide to what’s on offer.

36
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Stretching inland from the coast west of Muscat, the giant
Hajar Mountains offer perhaps Arabia’s most dramatic canyon
landscapes. Main roads follow valley-floor routes, while tracks
cling to scenic cliff-edge terraces or coil above precipices.
Approaching from the capital, first you navigate the Sumail
Gap, a pass through the Hajar Range that remains almost the
only route linking the coast and the interior. It’s an awesome
sight, passing below the titanic Jabal Akhdar massif, named
‘Green Mountain’ in Arabic, but in truth almost as treeless as
the moon.
Roads meet at Nizwa, Oman’s ancient capital and still one of the
country’s most rewarding destinations. I lingered longer than I
intended here, dividing my time between the huge 17th-century
fort in the centre of town and the rambling souks that cluster
>
beneath its walls.
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Rub al Khali desert
www.coxandkings.co.uk
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Nizwa also gives access to the off-road drive into the ravine of
Wadi Bani Auf: superbly scenic but also, in the words of the
Rough Guide, “nerve-janglingly dramatic”. Or you could head
west to the peak of Jabal Shams, at 3,005 metres (9,800ft)
above sea level, the highest mountain in Oman. Make time
here for the astounding Balcony Walk, an easy round-trip along
mountain-side paths where blue sky stretches endlessly above
miles of dizzying, thousand-metre-deep canyons.

>

East of Muscat
Oman’s Sharqiya (Eastern) region spans a swathe of territory
from the fertile coastal plain, with its sandy beaches, to some of
Arabia’s most beautiful desert landscapes.
A narrow road hugs the coastline out of Muscat, before rising
and falling spectacularly over crags and into coastal canyons.
Stop at Yiti village, continue onto isolated Sifah, or choose any
point to pull over: none will disappoint. Beachcombing in one of
these coves, I followed the sound of echoing voices to an old
fishing boat, upended on the sands. A father was pacing around
it, singing to his young daughter. We smiled and paced together,
her giggles and his songs dancing between the cliffs.

Turtle, Ras Al Jinz
Omani caps, Sohar

The main road east scoots past the mouth of beautiful Wadi Shab
and the ruins of historic Qalhat, on its way to Sur: an old town
with shipyards still building traditional dhows. At the easternmost
tip of Arabia, most people visit Ras Al Jinz beach at night, to spot
sea turtles by torchlight as they emerge from the waves to lay
eggs. But at sunrise the beach is deserted, and I walked many
hours beside the dawn-lit ocean. As I picked between turtle
nests, a tiny hatchling caught my eye, skeetering wildly over the
sand. I shadowed it on the most dangerous journey of its life,
keeping gulls away until surf washed the tiny shell.
Inland from Ras Al Jinz, hairpin roads dive gently down into
Wadi Bani Khalid, a valley framed by titanic mountain cliffs.
Seismically-distorted folds jut into the sky, framing palm-shaded
pools in which kids splash, families picnic and the ribbon of
fertility loses itself in the arid cliffs.

Sultan Qaboos Grand Mosque, Muscat

Eastern Oman’s classic adventure is the Wahiba Sands. At the
dusty frontier town of Mintirib, I hooked up with a local guide
for an exhilaratingly bumpy drive over moguls out into the ochre
desert, where a speckle of luxury camps hide. Sheltered by
rippled dunes under the starlight, this has to be one of the most
memorable, magical ways to spend a night.

North of Muscat
Along the coast north of Muscat, you could dip into Sohar, a
port city with a long history but regrettably little to show for it,
bar one splendid old whitewashed fort. From here head west to
the Emirati-border oasis city of Al Ain, boasting the 19th-century
Jahili Fort, with its excellent history museum profiling British
explorer Wilfred Thesiger. Beyond Al Ain, one of the world’s
most spectacular mountain drives climbs in a series of broad,
well-engineered turns to the summit of Jabal Hafeet, offering
immense views over the sands.

The south coast
As an alternative to Muscat, you could choose instead to base
yourself in Oman’s southern Dhofar region, 1,000km from the
capital. I spent days wandering the low-rise Dhofari capital
Salalah, watching shadows lengthen across whitewashed arches
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Dhofah coast

and sipping sweet water from freshly opened coconuts. After the
excellent Al Baleed frankincense museum, packed with detail on
maritime history and the spice trade, I drove out to the Unescoprotected frankincense groves of Wadi Dawkah. From here it’s
east to the ruins of Sumhuram: the legendary residence of the
Queen of Sheba, who grew wealthy on the frankincense trade.
The Dhofar coast offers yet more scenic driving, east to the old
fishing village of Mirbat or west to the blowholes at Mughsail. Up
into the mountains behind Salalah, a beautiful, winding drive leads
to the tomb of Nabi Ayoub (Prophet Job), a tiny whitewashed
building holding a simple grave that draws a constant tide of
pilgrims. I spent a slow afternoon here, sitting with the prophet
under a twirling fan as shadows folded around us. •

Driving in Oman
Driving in Oman is surprisingly straightforward, with many
new, often almost empty wide roads, comfortable vehicles,
and road signs that are generally in English. The price of
petrol, which hovers around 20 pence per litre, makes
travelling by road particularly appealing.
That said, you need patience, and an easy-going attitude
to getting lost if you are to enjoy driving in central Muscat.
Here, you’re generally better leaving the driving to the
locals. Elsewhere though, it’s a breeze in a four-wheel-drive.

>

Jabal Shams, Nizwa
www.coxandkings.co.uk
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OMAN
Experience an unforgettable adventure.
Natural beauty, fascinating traditions and heartfelt hospitality make Oman a country you really should get to know
better. From a variety of beach resorts to sleeping under the stars in the desert, Oman’s diverse landscapes will take
your breath away. Adventure seekers can explore some of the world’s largest caves, discover spectacular diving spots
or simply watch the world float by aboard a dhow. Vibrant souks sell traditional silverware, spices and Omani dresses,
providing explorers with colourful impressions, and hagglers with timeless souvenirs. Treat your senses to an adventure
with a diﬀerence.

Beauty has an address
For more information on Oman please contact:
Oman Ministry of Tourism UK & Ireland Representative Oﬃce
Tel: 0208 877 4524 | Email: oman@representationplus.co.uk | Visit: www.omantourism.gov.om
Study: www.omanacadamy.com

OMAN

OMAN | Travel notes

All you need to know:
OMAN

>

by Cox & Kings Middle East expert – Peter Hilton

THE BACKGROUND
LOCATION Oman, officially called the Sultanate of Oman, sits on the south-east tip of
the Arabian Peninsula, overlooking the Arabian Sea, the Sea of Oman and the Arabian
Gulf. It also controls the Strait of Hormuz, which links the Sea of Oman and the Arabian
Gulf, and is a gateway to all ships entering from the Indian Ocean and the Arabian Sea.
LANGUAGES Arabic, but English is widely spoken.
POPULATION 2.9 million.
TIME ZONE GMT +4 hours.
CURRENCY Omani Rial (OMR) £1 = 0.6 OMR.
VISAS British nationals require a tourist visa, which can be obtained on arrival. The cost
for up to 10 days is 5 OMR per person; the cost for up to 30 days is 20 OMR per person.
POTTED HISTORY Oman’s first kingdom was established in the 3rd century AD,
lasting until the arrival of Islam in the 7th century. The Portuguese were the first
Europeans to arrive, in the early 16th century, conquering what was then known as
Muscat and Oman – but, they were driven out in 1650. More recently, Sultan Qabooss
bin Said became the new ruler in 1970, changing the country’s name to Oman, so as
to represent the country’s unity.

*

TOP TIP Ras Al Junaiz beach, an hour’s drive outside of Sur, offers a rare opportunity
to see giant turtles laying their eggs at night. Under the careful supervision of qualified
rangers, visitors can witness each turtle laying up to 100 eggs.

BEFORE YOU TRAVEL
WHEN TO GO
Between October and May are the
ideal times to travel climate-wise, as
summer temperatures frequently hit
40º celcius.
WHAT TO READ
Arabian Sands by Wilfred Thesiger
The British author and adventurer’s
riveting account of his journey across the
desert in the company of local Bedus.
SAS Secret War by Tony Jeapes
In the early 1970s, while the world’s
eyes were on the war in Vietnam,
Communist guerrillas were waging a
savage campaign in Oman which could
have given them control of the Gulf and
threatened Western oil supplies. This
is the account of an SAS spearheaded
counter-insurgence operation, one of the
most successful in recent history.
Sultan in Oman by Jan Morris
In 1955, when the Sultanate of Muscat
and Oman was a truly medieval Islamic
State, rumours of subversion and the
intrigues of foreign powers coupled with
the prospects of oil propelled the then
sultan across the hinterland on what
was a historic first crossing of the Omani
desert by motorcar.

SET YOUR COMPASS
Turtle sanctuary Watch giant turtles lay
up to 100 eggs at a time.
Nizwa fort One of the oldest castles
in Oman.
Jebel Shams Ascend Oman’s highest
mountain peak.
Wahiba Sands A chance to camp
out beneath desert skies amid
spectacular scenery.
Muscat Explore the Sultan Qaboos
Grand Mosque, an example of stunning
Islamic modern architecture.

FIND OUT MORE
www.omantourism.gov.om
The Oman Tourist Board’s website offers
information on the latest news and events
in Oman, as well as suggestions on
where to eat and visit.

Desert Nights
More than just a desert camp, Desert
Nights offers luxurious Bedouin-style
tents, the perfect base from which to
explore the terrain and sleep beneath the
stars of Wahiba Sands.

BEING THERE

WHAT TO EAT
Oman’s cuisine is a mixture of several
staples of Asian food, with chicken, lamb
and fish the prime ingredient, served with
rice. Two of the more popular dishes
are Maqbous, a rice dish flavoured with
saffron and cooked over spicy meat, and
Mashuai, consisting of a whole spitroasted kingfish served with a side of
lemon rice.

WHERE TO STAY

Shangri-La

Shangri-La Barr Al Jissah
Set in 50 acres of beachfronted
landscaped gardens in a private bay, the
resort comprises three separate hotels,
numerous restaurants, shops and an
award-winning spa.
The View
At 1,400 metres above sea level, The
View affords spectacular panoramas over
the surrounding landscape. Its 15 tentstyle rooms each have their own terrace.
www.coxandkings.co.uk

TRAVEL WITH COX & KINGS
RECOMMENDED TOURS
Discover Oman – Self-Drive Journey –
9 Days / 7 Nights from £1,595 per person.
This 9-day itinerary visits many of the major
highlights of Oman.
Oman: Land of
Frankiscense –
9 Days / 7 Nights
from £2,095 per
person. Fascinating
cultural tour of
the country.
COMPASS
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Peru
in pictures

Travel blogger Michael Hodson shares highlights from a recent trip to Peru.
“The splendour of Peru goes
far beyond Machu Picchu.
It stretches from the steamy
exoticism of the Amazon
and natural drama of Colca
Canyon to the exquisite colonial
architecture of Cuzco and
indigenous people of Lake
Titicaca. Peru is quite simply a
unique Latin American gem – and
a photographer’s dream.”

Machu Picchu
“The wonder of this site lies not
merely in the stark beauty of the
stonework, but the mystery of
why it’s even there in the first
place. I have been a number
of times and still find myself
wandering around muttering:
‘Why on earth would they put
all this here?!’”

>
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MarketS
“Peruvian markets offer a
glimpse into how locals really
live on a day-to-day basis. There
are, of course, markets that focus
more on tourist goods, but it
doesn’t take much looking to
find the real deal.”

THE Amazon
“Sunset in the Amazon rainforest is every bit as peaceful
and tranquil as you’d imagine looking at this photograph.
Close to the Peru-Bolivia border on the Madre de Dios
river, I sat on the pier and simply absorbed the colours
and sounds of the forest behind me.”

44
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Lake Titicaca
“The people of Lake Titicaca
take this fascinating destination
to a whole other level. Initially
I was drawn by the oddity of
the floating islands, but I was
welcomed so warmly into the
local community, it made a
huge impression.”

Colca Canyon
“Colca Canyon is the deepest canyon in the world and
the site of one of my failures during my last trip to Peru,
when I hiked down the Canyon but – exhausted – was
forced to make the return leg on the back of a donkey.
This time I checked into a luxurious hotel and instead
of a hiking humiliation, enjoyed a spectacular sunset.”

Walking the rails
“Riding the Andean Explorer train from Puno to
Cuzco takes you through some truly spectacular
scenery. It’s the chance to catch local life too,
like this man I spotted from the observation
car, casually walking the rails.”

Images by
Michael Hodson
For more from his travel blog visit:
www.goseewrite.com or follow him on
twitter: @goseewrite
With special thanks to:
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Caped
Crusaders
Suzanne King discovers abundant animal attractions in South Africa’s Eastern Cape.

Zebra, Amakhala Game Reserve
48
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“The Eastern Cape ticks
the Big Five boxes with ease:
lion, leopard, buffalo, rhino
and elephant…”
Leopard, Shamwari Game Reserve
www.coxandkings.co.uk
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ruger may grab all the
headlines when it comes
to South African safaris,
but the Eastern Cape
is coming up fast. And
little wonder, given its
unique qualities. First there’s the location
– perfectly placed for adding onto a
classic Cape Town and Garden Route
itinerary – and the fact that it’s malariafree. Most importantly though, it’s home
to superb game reserves and parks that
offer a perfect safari experience.

>

The Eastern Cape allows you to tick the
Big Five boxes with ease: lion, leopard,
buffalo, rhino and elephant all thrive
here. But that’s just the start. You can
see cheetah speeding across the plain,
otherworldly giraffe lolloping gracefully
past, and dainty, wide-eyed dik-diks (small
antelopes) skittering off into the bush.
There are zebras and antelopes, hippos
and meerkats, and evocatively named
birds such as the fiery-necked nightjar,
violet-eared waxbill and amethyst sunbird.
No other travel experience makes you
feel quite as wonderfully alive as rising
in the pre-dawn chill to hear the spinetingling roar of a distant lion. Head
off on the first game drive of the day,

and the bush comes to life all around
you, wonders coming thick and fast.
You can have watched natural history
documentaries on television for years,
but nothing prepares you for the raw
thrill of a close encounter with Africa’s
wildlife. The jolt of happiness that hits
you as you watch a herd of elephant
crossing the path just ahead of you, little
ones tumbling cutely along beside their
stately elders. The sense of humbled-awe
meeting the cool gaze of a male lion just
yards away, or spot a post-kill leopard
lounging sated in a tree, all sprawling
limbs and idly twitching tail.

Cape doesn’t disappoint on the
accommodation front either, with a
range of lodges to suit all types. From
the family-owned, family-friendly
Leeuwenbosch, at the heart of Amakhala
Game Reserve, to Kwandwe’s fun and

In normal life, day sometimes blurs
into night without you noticing. Here,
it’s a moment of magic that commands
your attention, as the sinking sun blazes
colour across the wide African skies. A
gin and tonic never feels more perfect
than when you’re sipping it on a lanternlit verandah, watching contentedly as
animals wander unselfconsciously down
to the waterhole to bathe. Or on a
sundowner cruise, gazing across a river
tinged sunset pink, as twitching hippo
ears ripple the surface.

funky Ecca Lodge. You can go retro in
Shamwari Game Reserve’s new Explorer
Camp, which recreates the adventure
of an old-school safari (think bush walks
by day and sleeping under canvas by
night); go classic at Pumba Water Lodge,
where each thatched chalet has views
of Lake Kariega; or go ultra-luxe in
Addo Elephant National Park, where
Gorah Elephant Camp comes complete
with high-thread-count linens, gourmet
cuisine and a ‘Ralph Lauren meets Out
of Africa’ mood.

For those who like their creatures
to come with comforts, the Eastern

Simply put, the Eastern Cape is
animal magic. •

Eastern Cape coast

“Recreate the adventure
of an old-school safari
– think bush walks by
day and sleeping under
canvas by night…”

Elephants, Addo National Park

Buffalo, Addo National Park
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All you need to know:
EASTERN CAPE

>

by Cox & Kings Africa expert – Louise Stanion

THE BACKGROUND
LOCATION The Eastern Cape is a South African province with a shoreline along the
southern Indian Ocean. In the northeast it borders Lesotho, and domestically it borders
the provinces of the Western Cape, Northern Cape, Free State and Kwazulu-Natal.
LANGUAGES English is widely-spoken in South Africa, though 78% of the population in
the Eastern Cape speak Xhosa, while Afrikaans is spoken by 11%.
POPULATION 6.5 million.
TIME ZONE GMT + 1 hour.
CURRENCY South African Rand (ZAR / R) £1 = R15.8.
VISAS A visa is not required for British passport holders.
POTTED HISTORY The Eastern Cape was formed in 1994 out of the independent
Xhosa homelands of Transkei and Ciskei, together with the eastern portion of the Cape
Province. Landing place and home of the 1820 settlers, the central and eastern part of
the province is the traditional home of the Xhosa people. This region is the birthplace
of many prominent South African politicians such as Nelson Mandela, Oliver Tambo,
Walter Sisulu, Thabo Mbeki and Steve Biko.

*

TOP TIP If you are interested in getting right off the beaten track, consider Samara
Private Game Reserve in the Karoo with its sweeping Serengeti-like views. The area
is great for tracking cheetah on foot.

BEFORE YOU TRAVEL
WHEN TO GO
The Eastern Cape’s climate is highly
varied due to its large size and varied
topography. The most popular time
of year to travel to the region is
between September and March when
temperatures are mild and the rainfall is
lower than at other times of the year.
WHAT TO READ
Long Walk
to Freedom
by Nelson Mandela
This autobiographical
work profiles
Mandela’s early
life in the Eastern
Cape, his coming of
age, education and
27 years in prison.

Shades by Marguerite Poland
This historical novel revolves around a
family, the Farboroughs, who lived in the
Eastern Cape of South Africa in the early
1900s. The story follows Walter Brownley,
explaining what life was like in South
Africa just before the first Boer War.

THROUGH A WRITER’S EYES
“Here in this land, where nature unconfined
taunts the great desert of the human mind.”
Roy Campbell, The Golden Shower, 1926

The Story of an African Farm
by Olive Schreiner
Set in the middle-late 19th century, this novel
details the lives of three characters, first as
children and then as adults who live on a
farm in the Karoo region of South Africa.
FIND OUT MORE
www.visiteasterncape.co.za
Dedicated tourism website for the
Eastern Cape.
www.shamwari.com
Guests of Shamwari are able to visit
two big cat sanctuaries that are part of
the Born Free Foundation set up in
partnership with actress / conservationist
Virginia McKenna.

BEING THERE
WHERE TO STAY
The Sands, St Francis Bay
On the ocean’s edge, The Sands is
an impressive white-walled thatched
roof homestead with five spacious and
luxurious bedrooms offering sweeping
views of the beach and ocean.

SET YOUR COMPASS
Tsitsikamma National Park is a coastal
reserve with impressive indigenous
forests, a dramatic coastline, and the
Otter Trail. The area around Stormsriver
Bridge and the Big Tree has some
beautiful scenery as well as the famous
suspension bridge.
St Francis Bay is a prosperous collection
of whitewashed and thatched holiday
homes bounded by a series of canals
and the Krom River. It is popular with
shell collectors who come in search of
rare Indo-Pacific shells.
Addo Elephant Park This finely tuned
ecosystem is a sanctuary to more than
450 elephants, Cape buffalo, lion, black
rhino, a variety of antelope species, as
well as the unique flightless dung beetle.
Amakhala Game Reserve Amakhala
is a unique conservation initiative that
allows animals to be re-introduced to the
area where they once roamed freely. The
5,000-hectare wildlife reserve creates an
ideal environment for an unforgettable
safari backed by breathtaking views of
the Bushman’s River.
East Chintsa The quaint seaside village of
Chintsa serves as the southern gateway
to South Africa’s Wild Coast with long
unspoilt sandy beaches, shrub-studded
dunes and undeveloped estuaries.

WHAT TO EAT
Try Potjiekos, a traditional Afrikaans stew,
made with meat and vegetables and
cooked over coals in cast-iron pots.

TRAVEL WITH COX & KINGS
RECOMMENDED TOUR
Wildlife of the Cape – 14 Days / 11 Nights
from £3,365 per person.
Travel through the Western & Eastern
Cape Provinces visiting some of the most
spectacular wildlife and nature reserves.

Ecca Lodge, Kwandwe Private
Game Reserve
Modern, innovative and stylish, Ecca
Lodge is a boutique-style safari lodge
with stunning views over an acaciastudded valley, spacious rooms and
private plunge pools.
www.coxandkings.co.uk
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L’Eau de Vie
Floating gently along southern France’s
Canal du Midi, James Innes Williams
develops an appetite for slow travel.

I

t’s been eight years since Rick Stein first beguiled us with his
French Odyssey: whetting our appetite for real French food
– cuisine de terroir – as he travelled by barge, tasting his way
from Bordeaux to Marseille. And still, with countless cookery
programmes, recipe books and travelogues created since,
Stein’s journey remains tantalisingly fresh in my mind.
In no small part this is due to the nature of his journey through
Languedoc, his slow drift along the 330-year-old canals and
waterways of southern France, that link the Atlantic to the
Mediterranean. Stein took his time, savouring countless meals
in: ‘a constantly changing vista: a ruined chateau, then a
distant village with church and spire, then yellow fields of corn
and endless rows of vines running up the hills beyond.’
Needless to say, the romance of his slow journey proved
infectious, so it was with great relish that my wife and I set
out to Carcassonne for a week’s cruise along that very same
canal from Puichéric to Sallèles d’Aude. Travelling a total
distance of only 32km point to point, this journey was to be as
much about the romance of this form of travel, as the places
themselves, and more than that, about the region’s food.

Enchanté cruises along the Canal du Midi

After all, it can be fairly simple for a couple of Brits to explore
the delights of southern France, but to do so on a barge
necessitates giving in to that slow drift, allowing France – and
its food – to come to you. And while we would be cruising
in Stein’s wake, we would be doing so in the more luxurious
Enchanté: the only double-decker hotel barge on the canal,
with large suites for up to eight passengers and even a jacuzzi
on the sun deck. However the true luxury was the food, every
meal prepared by the on-board chef, Sylvain, to exquisite
standards.

O

ur introduction to the world of haute cuisine began the
moment we boarded: canapés and a glass of bubbly
were served as we met our fellow passengers and
crew, familiarising ourselves with the barge’s layout. We were
then treated to our first four-course meal, prepared in front of us
in the open galley kitchen. Goat’s cheese wrapped in filo pastry
with honey almonds on a bed of green leaves, was followed
by guinea fowl served with a tarragon jus. Three cheeses –
Bresse Bleu, Ossau Iraty and Morbier, then finally tarte tatin in a
caramel sauce, served with cinnamon crème fraiche.

Cité de Carcassone
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More than just delicious dishes – each created from the very
best fresh local ingredients – every day we’d be treated to
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“Wandering on along the towpath
in the shade of the plane trees,
allowed plenty of time to photograph
wildflowers and black swans”

different cheeses and wines, always with an interesting story
attached. Greedily we devoured the stories, wine, and the
delicious cheeses: from Reblochon to Saint Maure de Touraine
– a soft cylindrical cheese with a stick through its centre that
brings bad luck if broken and good luck if drawn out like
Excalibur from the lake.
Of course, eating like this for a week, with generous
breakfasts, lunches and dinners – not to mention the free
flowing drinks – would soon see anyone’s midriff gain a
little extra weight. But the great joy of pootling through the
countryside at this gentle pace is being able to hop on and
hop off the barge at each lock as you like. Walking alongside
the barge, you soon realise the great size of the vessel.
Seemingly built to fit the canal’s dimensions to a tee, Enchanté
squeezed into Pierre Riquet’s oval locks, skirted across his
marvellous canal bridges and under low arched road bridges.
Eli, the captain, was often needed to remove the barge’s wheel
as it protruded just that little bit higher than the roof and would
hit the bridge if left connected. Such grace for such great bulk.
Wandering on along the towpath in the shade of the plane trees,
allowed plenty of time to photograph wildflowers and black
swans, or to circle around the towns and villages up ahead.

Delightfully simple pleasures. And of course, the option to flop
on the open deck and watch the world drift by was there too.

W

ith each day came the opportunity to explore a new
local area dotted with Unesco sites. Over the week
we investigated Carcassonne, the most complete
medieval fortified city still in existence, with 52 watchtowers,
a portcullis, two sets of city walls and other defences. There
was also the hilltop town of Minerve, a 12th-century Cathar fort
surrounded by deep limestone gorges; a Benedictine abbey
in Lagrasse, and Narbonne, home to a mightily impressive,
yet unfinished cathedral. We also had time to explore an
olive press and visit a vineyard, where the owner looked after
everything himself, from harvesting to labelling the bottles –
with a little help from his dog, Grenache.

However, for all of that excitement, the stars of the week were
the barge and the food. Relaxing on the sun deck, ducking
under bridges, spotting herons up ahead, French onion soup
and foie gras; this was one of the most relaxing weeks we had
ever experienced. Undoubtedly we could have explored the
region in a day or two, but then we wouldn’t have experienced it.
After all, sometimes for a flavour to truly develop, it needs time to
steep, to seep in. You need time to savour the slow drift.•

www.coxandkings.co.uk
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Narbonne food market
Minerve
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Lady Carcas, Porte Narbonnaise, Carcassonne
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All you need to know:
France

>

by Cox & Kings Europe expert – Michael Fleetwood

THE BACKGROUND
LOCATION The Canal du Midi, stretching almost 250 km from Toulouse to the
Mediterranean, is part of a network of canals linking the Atlantic with the Mediterranean.
LANGUAGES French
POPULATION 66 Million
TIME ZONE GMT +1 hours
CURRENCY 1 euro = 100 cents 1.17 To £1
VISAS No visas required for EU citizens.
POTTED HISTORY From Caesar and the famous Gallic conquests to the demise
of the last monarch of France, Napoleon III, France has had a colourful history. The
country now has the honour of being the most visited country in the world for tourists.

SET YOUR COMPASS
Noilly Prat Visit the hard to pronounce
vermouth distillery in Marseillan.
Carcassonne Dating back to the GalloRoman era, this is the most complete
medieval fortified city in existence today
with its 52 watchtowers, portcullis and
extraordinary repertoire of defences,
which resisted the many armies that tried
to storm this glorious Camelot setting.
Narbonne A Roman Mediterranean
capital where the Visigoth monarchs
once lived. Enjoy a visit to the
Archbishop’s Palace, the Horreum and
explore the indoor market at the hub of
this bustling canal side town.
Fonserannes Descend the seven
staircase locks in this piece of unique
piece of architecture.
Lagrasse Selected as one of the
“plus beaux villages de France” (most
beautiful villages of France), it is now
home to many artisans who have set up
workshops in the medieval centre

*

TOP TIP Use the ultra-efficient and fast TGV trains to travel around the country in
comfort. Travel to Paris or Lille by Eurostar and then take an onward connection to
the south of country.

BEFORE YOU TRAVEL
WHEN TO GO
May to September is considered to be
the best times to visit the canals.
WHAT TO READ
The Scarlet Pimpernel
by Emmuska Orczy
Armed with only
his wits, one man
recklessly defies the
French revolutionaries
and rescues scores of
innocent men, women,
and children from the
deadly guillotine.

WHAT TO WATCH
Chocolat by Joanne Harris
A woman and her daughter open a
chocolate shop in a small French village
that shakes up the rigid morality of the
community.
FIND OUT MORE
www.rendezvousenfrance.com
Official tourist site for France.

BEING THERE
WHAT TO EAT
With French gastronomy added to
Unesco’s list of intangible list of cultural
heritage, the country is a food lover’s
paradise.
www.coxandkings.co.uk

THROUGH A WRITER’S EYES
“France has the only two things toward
which we drift as we grow older intelligence and good manners”
F. Scott Fitzgerald

TRAVEL WITH COX & KINGS
RECOMMENDED TOURS
The South of France Canal du
Midi and Provence with Enchante –
7 days / 6 nights from £3,690
per person.
The South of France Canal du Midi
with Anjodi – 7 days / 6 nights from
£2,850 per person
The South of France Canal du Midi
with Athos – 7 days / 6 nights from
£2,860 per person
COMPASS
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Island
hopping
Travel writer Mary Lussiana discovers adventure
abounds on Australia’s Kangaroo Island.

T

he first time I went to Australia, I
had never heard of the condition
Synaesthesia: the phenomenon
where people see abstract concepts,
such as numbers or words, as colours.
But when I did, it struck me that while the
name might derive from ancient Greece,
it is never more apparent than Down
Under. The country is a shock of colour,
permeating every sense with its deep
earthy reds, the full palette of brown to
ochre, shades of green, and an entirely
indigenous transparency of turquoise.
Colours seem entirely without limit on
the Great Barrier Reef: this magnificent
underwater world teems with 1,500
different species of vividly coloured
tropical fish, creating the ultimate ‘rainbow
family’. Located in the Coral Sea off the
coast of northeast Australia, Queensland’s
Great Barrier Reef is the world’s largest
living structure, incorporating more than
2,900 single reef systems that support
a dizzying array of marine life. Visible
from space, this 2,600-kilometre-long
underwater backbone also includes
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around 900 islands, many of which it is
possible to stay on.
Returning to the reef this summer, I was
amazed anew. Having always previously
stayed on the mainland, sailing out to
the reef on day trips, this time I stayed
on Hayman Island: a tiny 4km-long
powder puff that is the most northerly
of the Whitsunday Islands. It offered a
completely different perspective. Not only
was it a richer experience being closer
to the reef, but the chance to immerse
myself in what is one of the Seven Natural
Wonders of the World was both thrilling
and inspiring. Snorkelling on the outer
reef, sunlight filtered through the crystalclear waters dappling the blue coral,
glancing off the pink and purple parrot
fish, catching the Hermes orange clown
fish and illuminating the handsome,
midnight blue, surgeon fish.
And it wasn’t just fish that I found on
the reef, the islands are also home to
kookaburras, Australia’s tree kingfishers
famous for their rich, uninhibited laugh.

COX & KINGS TRAVEL

Wallaby

There’s also Proserpine rock wallabies,
venturing out at dusk, as do the fruit bats,
plus white cockatoos, painted lorikeets
and blue tiger butterflies. At the fringes
of all this spectacular, colourful wildlife lie
pure white sands and turquoise waters.

I

sland hopping is not the usual way to
explore Australia and that’s a shame:
Australia has hundreds of islands, each
with a distinct character all of their own.
I was actually island hopping on a pretty
grand scale though, as stepping from
the watery wonders of the Barrier Reef,
I jumped on a plane south to Adelaide
and from there onto Kangaroo Island,
another short 25-minute / 112km mile
hop by small plane.
The contrast with the powdery paradise
I had just left could not have been
greater. At 4,400 km2, Kangaroo Island
is Australia’s third largest (after Tasmania
and Melville Island). It is an island slice
of Outback: my first sight was of a long
straight road, bordered by the occasional
termite hill and endless gum trees
stretching into infinity, with not a soul in
sight. “Don’t drive between dusk and
dawn”, a local guide later warned me,
“it’s too dangerous”. And indeed when I

Kangaroo Island | JOURNEYS

went out on a night walk, I had plenty of
company. From possums chasing each
other along the branches of those gum
trees as koalas watched sleepily from the
treetops, to sooty kangaroos and tammar
wallabies, all the inhabitants seemed to
be out to take the night air.
The abundance of wildlife is mainly due
to the fact that no foxes, rabbits or
dingoes ever made it across the
14-kilometre-wide Backstairs Passage
from the main land, so native animals
have been left to breed with few
indigenous predators. They far outnumber
the 4,600 humans, with the wallabies
alone numbering close to a million and
the seals on the south coast giving birth
to 20,000 pups in 2013 alone. It’s such a
rare pleasure, coming from overcrowded
Europe, to feel the wide empty spaces
of Kangaroo Island and I revelled in the
completely unspoilt landscape. Geology
and evolution and nature could not have
done a better job here.
Along the 500 kilometres of coastline,
different colonies of creatures have
their homes. In the north of the island,
little penguins nest. But their numbers
are diminishing, due – locals think – to
the voracious appetite of New Zealand
fur seals, whose colony on the southwesterly tip of the island is rapidly
expanding. When not out feeding at sea,
they gather underneath Admiral’s Arch: a
spectacular rocky coastal feature created
by thousands of years of weather and sea
erosion. The forces of elemental nature
similarly helped form the aptly named
Remarkable Rocks nearby. Extraordinary
in shape, the granite outcrop perches
precariously on the cliff’s edge with the
roaring sea beneath and could pass as a
skilful modern sculpture in any museum.
Lying within the Flinders Chase National
Park, this whole area has been granted
sanctuary status, in order to preserve
endangered species, such as the rare
Cape Barren geese, koala bears – which
were brought here from the mainland in
the 1920s – and platypuses.

amount of protection from great white
sharks, that are rather partial to seals.

W

hile nature is what Kangaroo
Island does best, food comes
a very close second. The island
is home to the oldest bee sanctuary in
the world, which dates from the 1880s
when a strain of Ligurian honey bees was
introduced. They produce a deliciously
full-flavoured sugar gum honey, which is
dense and beautifully amber in colour. It
is widely used in the island’s restaurants
where you might be tempted by a
Kangaroo Island honey mead mousse
or a local caramelised honey cream.
Also not to be missed are marrons
(freshwater crayfish) and Kangaroo Island
abalones (edible sea snails), grown in
the translucently clear local waters. To
accompany the food is a burgeoning wine
industry with 30 growers now utilising
the temperate climate of the island and
producing some exquisite bottles.
Try the Islander Estate Wines, from a
vineyard that Frenchman Jacques Lurton

planted in 2000 having fallen in love
with the island and its vinicultural
potential. And don’t ignore Kangaroo
Island Spirits, South Australia’s first
boutique distillery where they bottle Kis
Wild Gin: the very flavour of the island
made from 12 different botanicals,
including boobialla – a native juniper-like
berry. The main island road will take you
past Island Pure, not far from the capital,
Kingscote, where sheep’s milk is made
into yoghurt, feta, halloumi, ricotta and
manchego-type cheeses. Here you can
take a tour, taste the cheeses and see
the happy flock – referred to as ‘our
girls’ – being milked. And that perhaps is
the key to why the food tastes so good
and the wildlife flourishes on Kangaroo
Island: one of the few things they don’t
have is stress. It might not be that far
from the mainland, but life here is a
million miles away from the hurly-burly of
our electronically dependent existence.
There is still the time to stop and stare, to
breathe the air, and to hear the laugh of
the kookaburra or the scurry of possums
up a gum tree. •

>

Seal Bay Conservation Park

A little further along these shores is Seal
Bay, where a colony of enticingly chubby
sea lions flourishes. Both the sea lions
and the seals are well protected on this
southern coast by the endless rocks (as
many a shipwreck is testament to), which
have prevented the devastation that so
many colonies suffered when sealing
was legal, as well as affording a certain

Coastline, Kangaroo Island
www.coxandkings.co.uk
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All you need to know:
Kangaroo Island

>

by Cox & Kings Australia expert – Aaron Jennings

THE BACKGROUND
LOCATION Australia’s third largest island is located 13km off the continent’s southern
coast, 112km south-west of Adelaide.
LANGUAGES English.
POPULATION 4,000.
TIME ZONE GMT +10 hours.
CURRENCY Australian Dollars (A$ / AUD) £1=A$1.67.
VISAS eVisitor visa required for UK passport holders.
POTTED HISTORY In 1802, a French explorer was the first to carry out a thorough
survey of Kangaroo Island’s coast, giving many places on the island French names.
At the time he found the island uninhabited, although archaeologists have since found
evidence of Aboriginal habitation dating back around 2,250 years.

*

TOP TIP Kangaroo Island can be visited on a day trip from Adelaide, but to really
explore and experience this incredible island, it is best to stay overnight.

BEFORE YOU TRAVEL

BEING THERE

WHEN TO GO
With a range of different landscapes,
South Australia is a year-round
destination, with a Mediterranean climate
in the south and east, and a desert
climate in the north and west.

WHERE TO STAY

WHAT TO READ
Walkabout by James Vance Marshall
Novel about two American siblings
who get lost in the Australian outback
following a plane crash.
Cloud Street by Tim Winton
Recalls the life of two working-class
Australian families.
WHAT TO WATCH
Australia with Simon Reeve
Simon Reeve sets off on an extraordinary
adventure across Australia.
FIND OUT MORE
tourkangarooisland.com.au
The official website of Kangaroo Island.

SET YOUR COMPASS
Flinders Chase National Park Some of
Kangaroo Island’s best attractions are
found in Flinders Chase National Park.
From wind-sculpted rock formations
known as the Remarkable Rocks to
Admirals Arch, a perfect sweep of rock
under which the surf pounds and New
Zealand fur seals play.
Seal Bay Conservation Park At Seal
Bay Conservation Park you can walk
down on to the beach and get up close
to the endangered Australian sea lions in
their natural habitat.

Seascape Lodge

Seascape Lodge
Located on the north coast of Kangaroo
Island, amid five acres of bushland,
Seascape Lodge offers a hosted,
luxurious stay with just three guestrooms.
Southern Ocean Lodge
Southern Ocean Lodge is a 5-star
wilderness lodge located on the
south-west coast of Kangaroo Island
at Hanson Bay. Adjoining two national
parks, it offers stunning views of the
spectacular coastline.

Koala Avenue This avenue of tall
eucalyptus trees is the perfect setting for
spotting some of Kangaroo Island’s wild
koala population.

WHAT TO EAT
Ligurian Honey – made by the last
genetically pure population of Ligurian
honey bees, which live on Kangaroo
Island – about as far from their native Italy
as a bee could be.

TRAVEL WITH COX & KINGS
Please contact one of Cox & Kings expert
travel consultants for a tailor-made itinerary
featuring Kangaroo Island and the Great
Barrier Reef.

THROUGH A WRITER’S EYES
‘Flowers turned to stone! Not all the
botany of Joseph Banks, hung pensive
in a porthole, could find the Latin for this
loveliness, could put the Barrier Reef in
a glass box tagged by the horrid Gorgon
squint of horticulture. Stone turned to
flowers it seemed – you’d snap a crystal
twig, one petal even of the water garden,
and have it dying like a cherry bough.’
Kenneth Slessor, ‘Five Visions of Captain Cook’
in One Hundred Poems, 1944.
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Southern Ocean Lodge
COX & KINGS TRAVEL

Welcome to the
Falkland Islands
Experience breathtaking, unspoiled natural beauty
and a haven for extraordinary wildlife.
And, of course, a very warm welcome
from the locals awaits you.

The Falkland Islands – where nature is still in charge

To speak to an expert or request
a copy of our Latin America brochure,
please call 0845 867 7431 quoting COMPASS
PHOTOGRAPH: NIGEL MCCALL
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Discovering

Shangri-La
In the Chinese province of Yunnan, Susan Griffith finds a
colourful mountain paradise.

T

he peaceful bougainvillea-filled courtyards and
canal-side lanes of Lijiang’s old town are a million
miles from the dazzling lights and smog of Shanghai
and Beijing. I have fled the clamour of China’s
megacities to explore Yunnan: the lesser-explored far-western
Chinese province, rising steeply up to the Tibetan plateau set
high amongst Himalayan peaks.
Known as the City of Eternal Spring for its year-round
temperate climate, the laid-back city of Kunming is Yunnan’s
provincial capital. On the northern side of town, a traditional
Chinese pleasure island is named Green Lake Park – no doubt
after the lotus plants sprawling across the numerous small
lakes, picturesquely linked by arched bridges and causeways.
It’s a lovely sight; early in the morning and at dusk, impromptu
dance and exercise classes spring up. I pause to listen as a trio
of musicians practise in a bandstand with an aspiring opera
diva, then watch a senior citizen purposefully shake her body in
stylised movements towards the water, as if shedding her cares.
Near Kunming, the surreal landscape of Shilin Stone Forest
is one of the world’s geological wonders. Within a massive
area of strangely eroded karst formations, visitors wander
60

through narrow vertical defiles, peering through natural
peepholes and winding among the open-air stalagmites. It
is fun trying to identify shapes in the weathered stones, like
cloud watching: there’s a grazing anteater, some shark’s teeth,
the profile of a scowling
old man. Some of the giant
“Lijiang is a wonderful
pinnacles around Sword
destination for the
Peak Lake have been
hacked cleanly off by the
hungry traveller”
tremors of an earthquake,
as if sliced through by a
huge sword. Against the grey rocks, the bright colours of the
costumes worn by representatives of several ethnic peoples are
startlingly vivid.
The largest ethnic group in northern Yunnan is the Naxi
(pronounced Nashi) centred on picturesque Lijiang, the
vibrant World Heritage-listed old town of cobbled lanes
that cross murmuring streams and channels lined with
graceful bending willows. Elderly Naxi women shuffle past
wooden houses, wicker baskets strapped to their foreheads
or pushing bicycles and carts heavily laden with handicrafts
and foodstuffs. A popular spot for urban Chinese tourists,

China | JOURNEYS

Black Dragon Pool, Lijiang

you only have to walk a few minutes to leave the throng
of tourism behind. Instead you enter a world of timeless
local life: a young woman washing vegetables at Baimalong
Pond; an ancient woman in a temple squinting at Buddhist
scriptures; families feasting together around a table at the end
of the evening; or a child prodding a turtle in a tank to the
approval of his mother (turtles bring luck).

J

ust behind the elegant Crowne Plaza hotel is the
hustling Zhonghyi Market, selling souvenirs and snacks,
including (for the brave) the local speciality yak-head
soup. In fact Lijiang is a wonderful destination for the
hungry traveller, with stalls doing a roaring trade in street
foods ranging from flash-fried noodles to barbecued locusts.
Pop into the local restaurants and you will see large glass
demijohns of home-made liquors distilled from local fruit
and fungi.

At night ancient Naxi musicians gather in a concert hall in
Lijiang to create haunting and mysterious sounds on their
gongs and cymbals, flutes and stringed instruments. This
musical tradition came close to annihilation during the
Cultural Revolution when the orchestra’s leader Xuan Ke

Cobbled streets, Lijiang

was imprisoned for 21 years. The show is both a cultural
celebration and a visual treat, not least for the peoplewatching opportunities it affords. Another performance
recalls the thousand years during which porters and ponies
laboured through Lijiang on the perilous Tea Horse Road:
the path that bales of tea travelled en route to India via Tibet
or Burma. This romantic ‘wild west’ history and character of
the journey is celebrated in a theatrical open-air extravaganza
called Lijiang
Impression.
“Following the river north,
A huge
the scenery soon becomes
choreographed
cast of local
even more sublime”
people and horses
swarm over a
brilliant set incorporating a switchback path, which on a clear
day seems to be part of the Jade Dragon Snow Mountain
range behind.
One of the trading places on the Tea Horse Road is the village
of Shigu, 70km west of Lijiang on the first sharp bend of the
Jinsha River, an upper tributary of the Yangtze. Every three
days, a fascinating and authentic market takes place for local

www.coxandkings.co.uk
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Tiger Leaping Gorge

people (rather
“The seamstress, cobbler,
than for tourists).
blacksmith, even the dentist
The seamstress,
cobbler,
and doctor offer their
blacksmith, even
services from rickety tables”
the dentist and
doctor offer their
services from rickety tables that line the steep street, as well as
sellers of vegetables and live piglets. Most colourful of all is
the wizened pharmacist, looking more like a witch doctor as
he peddles pulverised roots and giant dried tree fungi.

>

Following the river north, the scenery soon becomes even
more sublime. The full power and majesty of Tiger Leaping
Gorge can be experienced at Qiaotou by descending the 619
steps to the churning waters of the fabled Yangtze. Here the
river is funnelled, bucking and roaring, into a narrow channel
a full two kilometres below the rocky clifftops: a stunning
site even deeper than the Grand Canyon. From a platform
above the raging torrent, you can see a huge slab of rock in
the middle, which according to legend was used as a stepping
stone by a magical tiger bounding across the river as he
escaped from hunters.
Penetrate deeper and higher towards Tibet, and the mythical
land of Shangri-La beckons. “Conway submitted to a rich and
growing enchantment... A deeper repose overspread him as if the
spectacle were as much for the mind as for the eye,” so wrote
James Hilton exactly 80 years ago in his novel Lost Horizon,
describing his hero’s response to a bewitching mountain fortress
he called Shangri-La. It was not just the physical beauty that
62
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captivated, but the sense of spiritual peace and harmony.
Among several contenders to be identified as the official fictional
Himalayan paradise immortalised in Lost Horizon, Zhongdian
in the Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture of Deqen was the victor,
and has called itself Shangri-La since 2001.
This is not quite so cynical a move as, say, Huddersfield
renaming itself Arcadia, because when the sun glints off the
surrounding peaks and the golden-roofed Song Zan Lin
Monastery is reflected in the small lake at its base, it is easy to
convince yourself you are in a mountain paradise. A highaltitude one though: on the first day it is best to take it easy,
sipping local Tibetan ginger tea as a remedy for the possible
side-effects.

T

he boutique Songstam Retreat hotel, a few
kilometres outside town, is furnished with handcrafted wooden pieces and actively engages with
the Tibetan community training and employing
them. Tibetan villagers, many with bright pink headgear,
come from all around to participate in the kora, the clockwise
perambulation of the monastery walls, as they spin their
prayer wheels. If you join them, you may be greeted with the
all-purpose “Tashi delek”, roughly translated as “Blessings
and good luck”. At the summit, Song Zan Lin Monastery has
been beautifully restored with carved and painted windows
and allegorical Buddhist paintings. Maroon-robed monks aged
from seven to 90 keep the flickering butter lamps burning
as they chant from ancient scrolls. Looking down onto the
dramatic valley below as chanting and incense fills the air, it is
impossible not to share Hilton’s sense of enchantment. •
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All you need to know:
YUNNAN, CHINA

>

by Cox & Kings Far East expert – Neill Prothero

THE BACKGROUND
LOCATION Yunnan is one of the lesser-visited, more ethnically diverse parts of China.
Home of evocatively-named locations such as Jade Dragon Snow Mountain and Tiger
Leaping Gorge, the scenery is spellbinding, but the real attraction is off-the-beaten track
travelling in remote parts of China.
LANGUAGES Mandarin and many ethnic languages.
POPULATION 46 million.
TIME ZONE GMT +8 hours.
CURRENCY Chinese Yuan (CNY) or Renminbi (RMB) £1 = 9.81 Yuan.
VISAS British nationals need a visa to enter mainland China, including Yunnan
province.
POTTED HISTORY The Yunnan province is thought to have been established in
109AD by the Han dynasty. Located south of Yun (cloud) Mountain, Yunnan translates
as “south of the clouds”.

*

TOP TIP In Lijiang, attend a performance of traditional Naxi music: an ancient style
that mixes Taoist and Confucian ceremonial music to create a unique sound. The
musicians play traditional instruments, often of great age, such as sugudu (small
stringed instruments), bamboo flutes and chimes.

BEFORE YOU TRAVEL
WHEN TO GO
Spring and autumn are considered the
ideal times to visit China, as the continental
weather patterns make for bitterly cold
winters and hot, humid summers.
WHAT TO READ
South of the Clouds: Tales from Yunnan,
edited by Guo Xu, Xu Kun & Lucien Miller
A compendium of creation myths,
romances, historical legends, ghost stories,
and folk tales from Yunnan Province’s
officially designated ethnic minorities,
complete with an appendix describing the
places and people of Yunnan.
Forgotten Kingdom by Peter Goullart
An account of the years the author spent
in Yunnan where, as a representative of
the Chinese Industrial Co-operatives, he
mixed and lived with the local people.
Joseph F. Rock and his Shangri-La by
Jim Goodman
Shangri-La (Zhongdian) in Yunnan was
where adventurous botanist Joseph Rock
did much of his exploration and research.
This book sheds light on his life and
western China in the 1920s and 30s, and
includes photographs and maps.
WHAT TO WATCH
Lost Horizon
A film by Frank Capra based on James
Hilton’s novel of the same name,

depicting a plane crash that delivers a
group of people to the secluded land of
Shangri-La.
FIND OUT MORE
en.ynta.gov.cn
Yunnan’s official tourism website contains
information on the accommodation,
culture, national parks and attractions of
the province.

BEING THERE
WHERE TO STAY
Songtsam Retreat, Shangri-La
(Zhongdian)
This charming boutique retreat has a
distinctly Tibetan style, set in the ShangriLa Hills amid the breathtaking scenery of
this remote corner of China.
Banyan Tree Ringha Tibetan Village,
Shangri-La (Zhongdian)
Traditional Tibetan farmhouses converted
into lodges feature intricate woodcarvings,
cosy fireplaces and wooden balconies
that have valley or river views.
Sky Valley Heritage Boutique Hotel, Dali
A unique property set in a national
heritage-listed building that retains its rich
artistic history with original arts and crafts
on display, and a traditional Bai design.
WHAT TO EAT
Heavily influenced by the region’s
various ethnic groups, the local cuisine
www.coxandkings.co.uk

SET YOUR COMPASS
Shangri-La (Zhongdian) Zhongdian
is thought to be the location of the
fabled Shangri-La, and was officially
renamed so in 2001. It has a strong
Tibetan influence due to its proximity
to Tibet, and there is a large practising
Buddhist community. The town lies at
3,200 metres above sea level and is
surrounded by landscapes of high prairie,
crystal lakes and jagged mountains.
Tiger Leaping Gorge Named after a
tiger said to have leapt across it while
fleeing from a hunter, the spectacular,
2,000-metre-deep Tiger Leaping Gorge
was carved out by the mighty Yangtze river.
The Stone Forest or Shilin The Stone
Forest is an area of limestone rock
formations, known as karst. Located
south-east of Kunming, these bizarre
stone formations – some up to 30 metres
tall – are spread over a large area with
seven viewing points.
Jade Dragon Snow Mountain
Dominating the scenery for far around, the
mountain is continually topped with snow.
A cable car leads up to Yunshanping, a
meadow on the slopes of the mountain
from where there are spectacular views
of the surrounding landscape and alpine
wildflowers in spring.
Song Zan Lin Monastery Also known
as Guihua Monastery, this is the
largest Tibetan Buddhist monastery
in Yunnan province, founded in 1679
and sometimes referred to as the
‘Little Potala Palace’. It is said that the
fifth Dalai Lama chose the site of the
monastery through divination and named
it Gedan Song Zan Lin Monastery.

is distinctive for its use of flowers and
mushrooms. Look out for the traditional
Hani dish of shredded pork, ginger, prickly
ash berries and salt, placed in a bamboo
tube and sealed with a banana leave, then
baked over an open fire.

TRAVEL WITH COX & KINGS
RECOMMENDED TOUR
Yunnan Explorer – 11 Days / 9 Nights
from £2,995. Journey into the ethnically
diverse province of Yunnan, visiting Jade
Dragon Snow Mountain, Tiger Leaping
Gorge and Shangri-La (Zhongdian).
COMPASS
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Tent overlooking Thiksey

Luxurious tent, Chamba Camp, Thiksey
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Bathroom, Chamba Camp, Thiksey
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Future Tents
As a new luxury travelling camp pitches up in the Indian
Himalaya, Amar Grover savours the local flavours.

L

adakh, the eastern side of fabled
Kas
hmir set in
northwest India, has long been
the preserve of the hardier traveller. Yet
a new luxury camp offering exquisite
comfort, now aims to lure the wellheeled visitor to this remote outpost of
the Indian Himalaya. One of a number
of sites being planned by The Ultimate
Travelling Camp (TUTC), Chamba Camp
recently set its tents in the beautiful Indus
Valley, with camps also planned for Uttar
Pradesh near Lucknow, Nagaland (in the
far northeast) and, also in Kashmir, by
Srinagar’s Dal Lake.
This isn’t camping as we know it
and even ‘glamping’ doesn’t come
close. Large well-appointed tents
resemble spacious rooms, and within
atmospherically translucent walls,
sumptuous furnishings create a gracious
space. Each features a proper bathroom
with, bar a bathtub, all the amenities you
could reasonably wish for. Generous
part-shaded porches and ample garden
space between individual tents suggest
genteel tranquillity. The food would be
noteworthy even in Delhi, but here it
seems miraculous. Attentive staff and
personal butlers lend an atmosphere
almost as rarefied as that of mountainous
Ladakh, where the typical sightseeing
altitude is around 3,500 metres.
Proximity to Tibet, along with a mainly
Buddhist culture, creates the stunning

landscapes and distinctive character
of Ladakh. The broad Indus Valley
boasts nearly a dozen venerable
monasteries set atop craggy hills and
rocky outcrops, hidden away in deep
ravines or wedged beneath cliffs. Unless
you are trekking one of the region’s many
spectacular trails, these sites form a

16-metre-high clay and copper statue of
the Maitreya, or Future Buddha. It lies
in a separate hall, and was erected in
1970 to commemorate a visit by the
Dalai Lama.
In the days which followed, I came to see
how Ladakh’s gompas, or monasteries,

“This isn’t camping as we know it and even
‘glamping’ doesn’t come close”
ready-made itinerary.
Around 20 kilometres south of Leh, the
Ladakhi ‘capital’, Chamba Camp lies near
the foot of Thiksey Monastery. This is one
of Ladakh’s largest and most imposing
hilltop monasteries; its whitewashed
medieval-looking monks’ quarters
crowned theatrically by burgundy and
mustard coloured assembly halls. You can
drive to the main entrance but walking up
through the little maze of lanes and alleys
while turning huge covered prayer wheels
near the top seems a more sympathetic
approach.

E

arly-risers are in for one of the
area’s most memorable and
ethereal experiences: joining the
monks for morning prayers in the main
assembly hall. Amid their almost hypnotic
drone peppered with the burst of horns
and a flourish of drumming, it seems little
has changed over the centuries. Thiksey’s
most revered shrine is a beautiful

www.coxandkings.co.uk

are subtly different. When you’ve seen
one, you most definitely haven’t seen
them all. Famed for its summer festival
featuring the whirling cham masked
dancers, Hemis lies almost furtively in
a side valley, appearing only at the last
moment as you round a bend by a grove
of willow trees. Ladakh’s wealthiest
monastery, Hemis boasts an intriguing
museum displaying just a fraction of its
rich collection of garments, thangkas
(religious paintings), artefacts, weaponry
and documents. Rinchen, my TUTC
guide, explained how one of its large
halls had fallen into disrepair and recently
been rebuilt. Externally at least, the new
blended seamlessly with the old.
Other smaller and lesser-known gompas
proved even more atmospheric. Typically
they receive far fewer visitors and seem
to exude a more compelling patina of
antiquity and grime. Thaktok, for example,
sprung from a small meditational cave
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near the foot of a cliff, while nearby
Chemrey, which tops a rounded bluff and
is backed by utterly barren mountains,
rivals Thiksey’s dramatic location.
Chamba Camp’s excursions added depth
and variety to the Ladakh experience.
Rinchen and I explored some of the tiny
backstreets of Old Leh, whose origins
lay in a once-thriving Trans-Himalayan
caravan trade linking China, Tibet and
Central Asia. We drove to Stok village
far across the Indus Valley to see Stok
Palace, the imposing home of one
branch of the former royal family and
its little museum. Among the exhibits is
a remarkable turquoise, pearl and gold
studded ‘crown’ or headdress originally
worn by the 7th-century Chinese queen
of a Tibetan king. Inherited through the
female line, it eventually reached Ladakh
in the late 1700s.

Thiksey festival

At Sabu village near Leh, we strolled
across fields and by irrigation channels
for a glimpse of regular village life. In the
warm sunshine under cloudless skies,
it almost seemed idyllic. Many Ladakhis
live in fine, spacious houses with fodder
stored on the roof and fruit trees in their
gardens. We came across dzos (a yakcattle cross commonly mistaken for yaks
that are not domesticated here) ploughing
furrows to loosen the rich soil of a potato
field. Cheery villagers with pitchforks and
Chamba Camp, Thiksey © Amar Grover
sacks followed close behind.
The crop
UTC
was destined for the Indian
Army whose
> Company
Logo
Tent and
Clouds colour
muscular presence in this >border
region
“Ladakh’s gompas, or monasteries, are subtly different. When
> Tent and Clouds single colour
you can’t fail to notice.
you’ve seen one, you most definitely haven’t seen them all”

H

aving ridden a bike just a few
miles on country lanes from
Thiksey to Shey, Salil, the camp’s
tour manager, suggested a meatier ride:
an almost 20km descent along one of
the world’s highest roads. The Wari La
pass connects the Indus and Nubra
Valleys and as we drove up to it, past
magnificent Chemrey Monastery, I could
see its perfect saddle-like profile looming
in the distance.

At around 5,300 metres, this is the
highest most people will ever get to sit
on, let alone ride, a bike. After a few quick
checks, in particular the brakes, we kicked
off back down the long and winding road.
It’s not particularly steep but you’ll need
to pay attention to the inevitable potholes
and dozens of sharp hairpin bends while
trying not to be utterly distracted by such
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lovely unfolding scenery.
Ladakh’s splendid landscapes owe much
to the River Indus. Rising in the Tibetan
plateau, it flows for more than a thousand
kilometres through the Indian Himalaya,
carving a relatively broad valley south of
Leh and then deeper narrower gorges
as it heads northwest into Pakistan.
I’d hoped to go rafting here (though
there’s no white water) but even by late
September, the jade-green river can be
a touch low. Instead we paused briefly
near Nimoo to gaze down at its scenic
confluence with the smaller turquoisecoloured Zanskar River. Minutes later we
stopped for lunch: parathas (flatbreads)
and biryani served in a gazebo by the
sandy banks of the Indus.
Refreshed, we continued on beside the

COX & KINGS TRAVEL

great river past the ancient fortress of
Basgo and another fine monastery at
Likir, just a short detour off the
main road. Our destination was the
small riverside village of Alchi. Its complex
of 10th and 11th-century Buddhist
temples may, from the outside, appear
modest but they’re among the oldest
in Ladakh. Local people still orbit the
sacred site clockwise spinning handturned prayer wheels. According to
tradition, they were built by the so-called
‘Great Translator’ – essentially a Tibetan
explorer-monk – and feature an exquisite
interior of vibrant murals and elaborate
statuary. The link between luxury and
exploration has never been more
apposite, as I return to the fine china
and high-thread count comfort of
my elegantly appointed tent at
Chamba Camp. •

Ladakh
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All you need to know:
Ladakh

>

by Cox & Kings India expert – Balaji Kandasamy

THE BACKGROUND
LOCATION Strategically located in the trans-Himalayan region, with Pakistan to the
west and China to the East, Ladakh lies at the northern extremity of India among a series
of high Himalayan ranges and is one of the highest inhabited plateaus in the world.
LANGUAGES Ladakhi is the most common language, but English and Hindi are widely
spoken in Leh and other tourist areas. Purik and Tibetan are spoken elsewhere.
POPULATION 280,000 (District of Ladakh).
TIME ZONE GMT +5.5 hours.
CURRENCY Indian rupee (INR /Rs) = 100 paise. £1 = Rs 98.5.
VISAS Required for British passport holders and should be obtained prior to departure
from the UK.
POTTED HISTORY Ladakh’s early history remains obscure but its location along the
ancient silk route meant it served as an important overland trade centre. Historians
suggest that the region was a melting pot of political, cultural and religious influences
from Central Asia, Tibet, China and mainland India. Due to its location, the region was
at the heart of several internal wars and external aggression and so remained closed to
foreign visitors after Indian independence until the 1970s. Despite a tumultuous history,
Ladakh’s distinct culture with Tibetan roots and rich heritage has survived to this day.

*

TOP TIP Between June and September, Leh and the surrounding villages celebrate
many vibrant, colourful monastic festivals, which highlight the region’s rich cultural
heritage and include traditional performances such as masked dances, archery and
polo. Speak to one of our experts for the dates as they are based on a lunar calendar
and so vary each year.

BEFORE YOU TRAVEL

BEING THERE

WHEN TO GO
June to September is the best time to
travel around Ladakh, when the weather is
pleasant during the day and the region is
accessible by road as well as by air.

WHERE TO STAY
Chamba Camp, Thiksey
Nestled in the shadows of an ancient
15th-century monastery, the Chamba
Camp, Thiksey, near Leh, showcases the
wild beauty of Ladakh. The camp features
individually designed, air-conditioned
luxury tents with en suite facilities and
private butler service.

WHAT TO READ
Ladakh – Crossroads of High Asia
by Janet Rizvi
An informative book that goes beyond the
region’s history and culture and dedicates
a section to discussing life in Ladakh in the
late 20th century and the challenges facing
the region, including the impact of tourism.
A Journey in Ladakh: Encounters with
Buddhism by Andrew Harvey
A fascinating and a compelling read, for
those interested in Tibetan Buddhism, this
book narrates the spiritual journey of one
of the first foreign visitors to Ladakh, after
the region was re-opened in the 1970s.

THROUGH A WRITER’S EYES
“The inhabitants of these villages must
surely be some of the happiest on the
face of the earth.”
Marco Pallis, 19th-century British
mountaineer, author & explorer

Hotel Grand Dragon
Located just outside Leh with superb views
over the valley, this is the first superior
class hotel to be built in the Ladakh valley.
The traditional architectural style combined
with modern furnishings make the Grand
Dragon an excellent base from which to
explore this wonderful part of India.
WHAT TO EAT
Traditional Ladakhi food has a lot of
similarities with Tibetan food. One of the
key ingredients is barley with roasted
barley flour used for making either momos
(steamed vegetable or meat dumplings) or
tsampa (noodle soup) and the fermented
form for making chang, a homemade beer.
The famous Ghur Ghur cha’ also better
known as salted butter tea is either served
on its own or with tsampa.
www.coxandkings.co.uk

SET YOUR COMPASS
Leh Palace Abandoned and left to ruin
in the 19th century, Leh Palace, currently
under restoration, remains a fascinating
place to visit with its maze of dark
corridors and hidden stairways.
Alchi Higher in the Himalayas and
surrounded by dramatic scenery is
the village of Alchi, which is noted for
its 10th-century monastery perched
dramatically above the River Indus.
Thiksey Monastery Overlooking
the flood plains on the east bank of
the Indus, the 500-year-old Thiksey
Monastery is one of the largest and most
imposing monasteries in central Ladakh,
and was part of the Gelugpa order in the
15th century. The impressive 12-storey
monastery has 10 temples, a nunnery
and 60 lamas in residence.

FESTIVALS
Kalachakra Festival In 2014, the
Kalachakra festival, with a history dating
back to the 6th century and traditionally
associated with the promotion of world
peace, will be celebrated in Ladakh and
His Holiness the Dalai Lama will lead the
initiation ceremony.
Hemis Tsechu Held in the courtyard of
the Hemis Gompa, this annual festival
commemorates the birth of Guru
Padmasambhava, the patron saint of
Tibetan Buddhism. Colourful masked
dances re-enact magical feats and the
triumph of good over evil.

TRAVEL WITH COX & KINGS
RECOMMENDED TOUR
Ladakh: Land of the Lamas (Luxury Tented
Camp) – 11 Days / 9 Nights from £4,095
per person. Private Journey exploring the
stunning scenery and centuries-old culture
of Ladakh, staying in the luxurious tents of
Chamba Camp.
COMPASS
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Roaming ruins
Art Tours leader Neil Faulkner finds the hidden
highlights of the classical world in lesser-explored Tunisia.

T

unisia is a land of shifting
landscapes and surprising
diversity for its size. At just
165,000kms, it is North
Africa’s tiniest nation, but travelling
across it can make you feel like you
have traversed an entire continent.
From the golden beaches fringing the
Mediterranean through lush rolling
pastures, olive groves give way to a desert
borderland of gently flopping date palms,
before melting into the vast silky Sahara.
And it’s this fusion of cultivated land
and untamed desert that has shaped the
country’s entire history, remaining etched
across its landscape to this day in the
form of ancient ruins, most prominently
those of the Romans, who built their
monuments to last.
It is the reason Carthage became the
greatest of the ancient Phoenician trading
cities. Its merchant princes grew rich
supplying the western Mediterranean
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“Mosaics told tales of
gods and heroes, satyrs
and maenads, gladiators
and race horses”
with exotica arriving from central Africa.
Gold, ivory, ebony, ostrich feathers, slaves,
and much else would arrive in camel
caravans, guided in their thousand-mile
trek through the wilderness by leatherfaced tribesmen who knew the desert and
its oases and hazards from childhood.
You can still see the wreckage of Carthage
in the rich suburbs of modern-day Tunis,
where visible archaeological layers bear
testimony to the final days of chaos and
carnage in 146BC as the soldiers of the
Roman Republic broke into the city
after a three-year siege and destroyed
it utterly. Once conquest was achieved,
Carthage rose again as the jewel in the

COX & KINGS TRAVEL

crown of Rome’s North African empire.
Today, visitors can see the baths and
amphitheatre, and, most interestingly,
two Punic ports, which were built by the
Carthaginians then reinvented by the
Romans. The arrangement remained the
same: the military port was accessible
through the commercial so it remained
doubly defended, and the port outlines,
still lapped by the searing blue sea, are
clearly visible.
From Carthage, the Romans gradually
spread across the country: settling
in, building grand villas, one-upping
their neighbours in interior design,
and constructing temples, theatres and
enormous bathing complexes. Aqueducts
drilled the landscape, monumental
architecture filled the towns, and
underfoot polychrome mosaics told
tales of gods and heroes, satyrs and
maenads, gladiators and race horses.
The relics of this illustrious Roman

Art tours | Life

local Berbers burrowed underground,
building themselves troglodyte houses
to escape the summer heat. The same
principle has been followed here, where
the Romans built their houses at an
underground level several degrees
cooler than the surface rooms. Typically
Roman, the villas are large and elegant,
complete with colonnades – but partly
submerged. This site supplies the unusual
experience of walking into a completely
intact Roman room, which brings ancient
life astonishingly close. There are seven
excavated villas, and as you descend
into each, you’ll feel a distinct drop in
temperature. One of the most lavish is the
House of the Hunt, with mosaic-floored
dining room, latrines, and a private
hammam – all of which show the kind
of lifestyle the Romans in Africa enjoyed,
even in their burrows.

El Djem

In central Tunisia, about two hours’ drive
south of Tunis, lays one of North Africa’s
most impressive Roman sites: the mighty
stadium of El Djem towers over the
surrounding town. Built between AD230
and 238, its 35-metre-high tiers would
have held 30,000 spectators, which was
considerably more than the population
of the town. Like the Coliseum in Rome,
the stage was set over underground
passageways, which served as dank green
rooms for the unlucky lions, gladiators
and assorted unfortunates who made up
the day’s entertainments.

Finish off your classical tour with a
visit to the incredible Bardo Museum
in Tunis, which puts everything into
perspective. Housed in a beautiful palace,
which dates from the 13th century but
was rebuilt in the 17th, the museum
contains many of the artistic treasures
that were found on the myriad scattered
Roman sites. It’s full of mosaics, so
well preserved they look as if they
were created a few months, rather
than millennia ago. Some of the finest
pieces include an expressive mosaic of
Ulysses and the Sirens; the ‘Lord Julius
mosaic’ showing life on an AfricanRoman country estate, and the only
contemporary portrait of the Roman poet
Virgil. There are also some magnificent
statues from Carthage.
Looking closely at the ruins of ancient
Tunisia – its archaeology, architecture
and art – tells the entire story of the rise
and fall of antiquity’s greatest empire.
And even better, as Tunisia lies decidedly
off the archaeology beaten track, you’ll
have all this rich history and classical
sites to yourself. •
Neil Faulkner will lead Tunisia:
Crossroads of the Maghreb, one of
Cox & Kings’ expert-led art tours
organised on behalf of the Royal
Academy of Arts, on 6-13 May 2014
• 8 Days / 7 Nights from £1,445.

outpost are dotted across the landscape:
of the 600 plus Roman cities, some are
yet to be excavated.
To the west of Tunis in the northern
hills, the astonishingly well-preserved
and extensively excavated hilltop
settlement of Dougga reached its cultural
apex in the 2nd century, and is now a
Unesco world heritage site. It’s an easy
leap of the imagination to see this as a
living settlement: the town overlooks
the rolling cornfields of a rich agricultural
landscape that supported a thriving
Roman population. The ruins include a
3,500-capacity theatre, more than
21 temples, a forum, and a fine set of
Roman baths.
Another distinctly curious site is the
nearby former Roman settlement of Bulla
Regia, where you can see how Romans
adapted themselves to the climate. In
Matmata, in Tunisia’s deep south, the
Mosaic, Carthage

www.coxandkings.co.uk
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New Tours For 2014 / 15
Cox & Kings is the travel partner for the Royal Academy of Arts (RA) and our programme of
small-group tours is open to anyone with a love of the arts; enthusiasts and experts alike. The 2014
collection focuses on the art, architecture and archaeology of many of the world’s most culturally-rich
destinations. The tours are accompanied by expert lecturers who help to design the itineraries, give talks
along the way and, in many cases, open doors that would normally be closed to the general public..

Europe
Albania & Macedonia
Dates: 05 Oct – 15 Oct 2014
Expert: William Taylor
Armenia & Georgia
Dates: 12-22 May 2014
Expert: Andrew Allen
Denmark – Copenhagen
Dates: 17-20 Jul 2014
Expert: Anne Anderson
Germany – Dresden,
Berlin & Potsdam
Dates: 17-24 Oct 2014
Expert: Tom Abbott
Italy – Florence
Dates: 28 Apr – 03 May &
06-11 Oct 2014
Expert: Fenella Billington
Italy – Naples
Dates: 15-21 Mar & 20-26 Sep 2014
& 14-20 Mar 2015
Experts: Andrew Allen & Annalisa Marzano
Italy – Puglia
Dates: 03-09 Mar 2014
Expert: Colin Bailey
Italy – Ravenna
Dates: 10-13Apr & 20-23 Nov 2014
Experts: Rowena Loverance
& Sally Dormer
Italy – Sicily
Dates: 6-14 Apr & 22-30 Sep 2014
& 05-13 Apr 2015
Expert: Annalisa Marzano & Andrew Allen
Italy – Venice
Dates: 22-26 Mar & 25-29 Oct 2014
Expert: Sian Walters

Italy – Carvagio’s Rome
Dates: 29 Sep – 04 Oct 2014
Expert: Fenella Billington

Jerusalem
Dates: 18-24 May & 12 Oct 2014
Expert: Konstantine Politis

Italy – Renaissance Rome
Dates: 07-11 May 2014
& 29 Oct – 02 Nov 2014
Experts: Clare Ford Wille
& Andreas Petzold

Jordan
Dates: 04-11 Apr & 31 Oct – 07 Nov 2014
Expert: Neil Faulkner

Italy – Umbria
Dates: 02-08 Jun 2014
Expert: Antonia Whitley
Romania
Dates: 09-18 Oct 2014
Expert: Lucy Abel-Smith
Russia – St Petersburg
Dates: 21-26 Feb 2014, 23-28 May
& 29 Aug – 03 Sep 2014
Expert: Colin Bailey
Spain – Madrid & Toledo
Dates: 17-21 Nov 2014
Expert: Colin Bailey
Turkey – Istanbul
Dates: 31 Mar – 05 Apr &
29 Sep – 04 Oct 2014
Experts: William Taylor
Turkey – South West
Dates: 05-14 Apr & 04-13 Oct 2014
Experts: Konstantine Politis
& Rowena Loverance

Africa & The Middle East
Ethiopia
Dates: 25 Apr – 09 May &
24 Oct – 07 Nov 2014
Experts: William Taylor & Chris Bradley

Morocco
Dates: 7-14 Mar & 07-14 Nov 2014
& 06-13 Mar 2015
Expert: Andrew Allen
Oman
Dates: 09-17 Nov 2014
Expert: Konstantine Politis
Tunisia
Dates: 06-13 May & 18-25 Sep 2014
Experts: Neil Faulkner
& Rowena Loverance

Asia
Burma
Dates: 2-15 Feb & 03-16 Nov 2014
& 01-14 Feb 2015
Experts: Julian Brown
China
Dates: 27 Apr – 08 May 2014 &
05-16 Oct 2014
Expert: Marlies Weston
India
Dates: 01-14 Nov 2014 & 09-22 Feb 2015
Expert: Diana Driscoll
Laos & Cambodia
Dates: 31 Jan – 12 Feb & 07-19 Nov 2014
& 1-13 Feb & 19 Nov – 1 Dec 2015
Expert: Denise Heywood
Uzbekistan
Dates: 25 Apr – 6 May & 19-30 Sep 2014
Expert: Diana Driscoll

For reservations, please call 0845 867 7431
For detailed itineraries and prices, please request a copy of the 2014 RA Worldwide Art Tours brochure
by calling 0844 576 5518 quoting reference COMPASS, or visit www.coxandkings.co.uk/ra
Statue: Menelaus, Loggia della Signoria, Florence, Italy
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c o mpas s

p o i n ts

Forget judging a book by its cover, author WB Gooderham argues that it’s
the dedication in the flyleaf that offers the best guide for what is to follow.

F

or some years now I have been
collecting previously-owned
books that – judging from
the hand-written inscriptions
contained within – were originally
given as presents but have long since
parted company with their intended
recipients. For example, in Skoob
Books on London’s Marchmont St, I
picked up a slightly battered copy of
Patrick Leigh Fermor’s travel-lit classic,
Time of Gifts, which contained the
following message – written neatly in
pencil – on the flyleaf:
“25/4/88
Dear Dad,
According to Mum (alias the Guru
of the Postal Rates) the best way to
send a book is as printed matter, but
then it can’t include a letter – hence
this method.
I enjoyed this book (and its sequel)
a ‘lot.’ While I was reading them, I
thought of you, and wondered what
memories you have of any of the times
and places he describes. Of course this
world, (of central Europe as it was in
19??) vanished before I was born. The
mixture of the author’s experiences of
it at age 18 and his reflections now
(or at any rate in 1978) on a world it
is impossible to re-visit, give the book
an usual texture, I think.
Don’t feel obliged to read it if it doesn’t
“grab” you. You can view this as a
short letter with 300 pages attached.
Lots of love
Safie xxx
P.S. Hungary is in the second volume.”
While the description of the
handwritten message plus book as “a
short letter with 300 pages attached”
is quite brilliant, it struck me that these
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inscriptions serve – intentionally or
otherwise – as guides to the journey of
the imagination that is to follow. For, to
be given a book containing a heartfelt
inscription from a friend, partner or
relation, can do much to influence your
reading of the text proper. You may be
nudged in a certain direction, having
been notified of various points of local
interest to be on the look-out for –
such as Safie’s implied suggestion that
Dad may be able to draw comparisons
between the world depicted in the book
and the near-present. But you also get
the impression that Safie wouldn’t be

COX & KINGS TRAVEL

too disgruntled if Dad ignored this
suggestion and discovered his own
unique reading of the text – or even if
he decided to leave the book unread
altogether.

N

eedless to say, not all
the inscriptions-asguides in my collection
are quite as amiable as
Safie. Some have a slightly sinister
passive-aggressive tone: such as the
copy of Letter To A Christian Nation
inscribed with the message “I’m not
trying to force you into anything…”.

COMPASS POINTS | NEWS & VIEWS

Others seem quite keen to make
sure the reader takes a very specific
path and implies there is not the
faintest of option to stray. Sometimes
this prescriptive advice is evidently
delivered for the very best intentions:
a copy of Steinbeck’s Cannery Row
containing the message “it is the
most life-affirming book with the
most perfect ending”. At other times
it is as if the inscriber is setting out
with the sole purpose of rubbing the
reader’s nose in the dirt: leading him
or her away from the pleasant tourist
attractions and into the slum areas of
degradation, to be shown the ‘stuff
of life’ in all its gritty glory. Inside a
copy of Jean-Paul Sartre’s Words I
discovered the following inscription:
“For Mummy – may you read it all –
clearly and without prejudice – right
to the end! Lots of love, Hetty.” It is
worth mentioning that the cover is
illustrated with the text: “I loathe my
childhood and all that remains of it”.
Admittedly Hetty is an extreme case, but
not too far removed from the crowded
middle ground of zealous-but-wellmeaning inscribers. If these inscriptions
were tour guides they would be of the
overly-enthusiastic kind: ingratiating
to a fault, never letting go of your arm
and forever leading you breathlessly
from one scene to the next. I have a
copy of Damon Runyon’s On Broadway
inscribed with the following:
“The odds are 100 to 1 or thereabouts
that I will ever speak to you again
should you lose, misplace or otherwise
fail to read this book from cover to
cover and at the conclusion fail in the
oral examination set by the Admirers of
Damon Runyon Society, since to pass
the written test the odds are that you
would need to improve your yiddish
spelling having seldom learnt to spell in
English – amen. AP.”

A

nd finally there are
perhaps the most satisfying
inscriptions of all: the
subtle, the secretive and
the cryptic. If these inscriptions
were guides they would be arrows
scratched into the trunks of trees or a
trail of breadcrumbs leading through
a forest to a hidden location. There
is an undeniable thrill of voyeurism
in reading these decidedly private
messages: I know I shouldn’t be
reading them – or even sharing them
now – and yet.... A copy of Flaubert’s
Sentimental Education (circa 1964) is
inscribed with the following message:
“From one naughty young lady to
another, hoping your mother doesn’t
know you’re out and that you wear
only the best woolly bloomers”; while
a second-hand copy of the Penguin
Book of Infidelities is dedicated to
“Rebecca – in case you get any ideas”.
And inside the Book of Surrealist
Games is written one of the simplest –
and one of my favourite – dedications
in the whole collection:

“It is as if
the inscriber
is setting out
with the sole
purpose of
rubbing the
reader’s nose
in the dirt”

“For Ted – my period
is 3 days late.” •

Dedicated to...:
The Forgotten
Friendships,
Hidden Stories
and Lost Loves
found in Secondhand Books by
WB Gooderham
(Bantam
Press, part of
Transworld
Publishers, £9.99)

www.coxandkings.co.uk
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IMAGE: Aurora borealis photographed in the early hours of the morning in the Arctic Circle. © Antony Spencer / Getty Images.
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LONELY PLANET’S
BEAUTIFUL WORLD

This glorious coffee table-sized celebration of our planet’s striking splendour stuns from
cover to cover from aerial images of Belize’s Great Blue Hole and Bora Bora’s South
Pacific lagoon, to rainbows arching over Iceland’s Skogafoss falls and a hummingbird
feeding on nectar. The 200-plus vibrant photographs also feature man-made marvels,
including the Manhattan skyline and Arizona’s Sun City.
Lonely Planet’s Beautiful World (Lonely Planet Publications, £29.99).
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Book Reviews
Armchair travel from Brazil to Mongolia and Rwanda to Russia in our
pick of this winter’s new titles.
Jeeves
and the
Wedding
Bells

Sebastian Faulks
(Hutchinson
£16.99)
It is said that a good author never dies
but lives on through their work. But
classic authors seem to be dipping into
the fountain of youth, as their characters
are revived by modern authors. Sophie
Hannah is currently writing a new
Agatha Christie, and William Boyd
recently dusted off Fleming’s Bond.
Author Sebastian Faulks was the first
to reboot Bond back in 2006, and now
he bravely picks up the pen of revered
British author, P.G. Woodhouse.
And the result is a triumph. In Jeeves
and the Wedding Bells, Faulks perfectly
captures the pitch and play of Jeeves
and Wooster, tipping them into an
entertaining tale of mistaken identity,
played out across a village midsummer
festival and cricket match. All and all,
it’s jolly well done.
Jennifer Cox

One Night
in Winter

The Case
of the
Deadly
Butter
Chicken

Simon Sebag
Montefiore
(Century £11.55)

Tarquin Hall
(Arrow £7.99)

The third outing for Delhi detective Vish
Puri is as much a book for the armchair
traveller as for fans of crime fiction.
A complex but comical case develops
when Irfan Khan, father of a Pakistani
star cricketer, drops to the floor after
tucking into a plate of butter chicken
at an India Premier League cricket
dinner. With the capital’s police chief as
incompetent as ever, Puri steps in to
solve the crime.
Hall captures perfectly the sights,
smells, sounds and eccentricities of
modern Indian, as well as the rhythm
and nuances of English-Indian speech.
His descriptions of the food, especially
butter chicken, are so vivid you can
almost smell it. A fantastically
evocative story with a charming set
of characters.
Katie Parsons

On a wet summer’s day in Moscow,
1945, amid excited festivities
celebrating victory over Nazi Germany,
two teenagers are shot dead – two
children of the Stalinist elite. The
mystery surrounding these deaths
sparks an investigation spreading
fear and suffering among the highest
echelons of Russian society. Not even
Stalin’s closest associates can escape
his ruthless probing. Based on the
true story, historian and award-winning
novelist Simon Sebag Montefiore
weaves a tense, feverish fiction. This is
simultaneously an exquisite love story
filled with teenage romance and adult
passion, as well as a chilling thriller
thick with terror. Above all this is a story
about human fragility: I was swept into
the intrigue as abruptly as those children
caught in the epicentre of the storm.
Eleanor Day

Brazil

Michael Palin (Phoenix £7.99)
I’ve followed Michael Palin on most of his television series adventures. He conveys a
passion for travel like no other and is always enlightening and entertaining. Brazil is the first
of his accompanying books I’ve read and I was surprised to find it equally enjoyable.
Travelling by riverboat, plane and foot, Palin ventures to unexplored wildernesses in Brazil’s
north and west, the south’s bustling cities of Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paolo, and a lot more
of Brazil in between.
His writing captures more detail of his adventures, almost taking the reader behind the
scenes – not of the filming, but of the stories themselves. On screen we join him visiting
the remote Yanomami tribe in north-west Brazil. In the book he shares with readers his
encounter with a wild boar on a twilight toilet trip. No camera crew filmed it, but his vivid
storytelling makes you feel like you were there with him. Palin manages to convey the same
enthusiasm and genuine interest in meeting local people in his writing as he does on screen
and the book is a delightful read.
Brazil, as Palin points out, is a lot more than sun, sea and samba.
KP
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True Grit:
The Epic True
Stories of Heroism
and Survival That
Have Shaped
My Life

Land of Second
Chances: The
Impossible Rise
of Rwanda’s
Cycling Team

Tim Lewis
(Yellow Jersey Press, £16.99)

Bear Grylls
(Bantam Press, £20.00)

This new collection from the nation’s
number one boy scout (he is the
youngest ever chief scout) is a selection of true tales of derringdo and survival against the odds. Alluding to Grylls’ stint in the
SAS and subsequent record-breaking expeditions, these are
the stories of explorers, adventurers, soldiers and spies who
influenced Grylls: from Captain Scott and Ernest Shackleton to
WWII spy Nancy Wake and Thor Heyerdahl.
And the stories are indeed inspiring, interwoven with the
(sometimes horrific) survival skills employed in each
life-threatening situation. Like the man who survived 47
days at sea living on shark flesh and bird blood, or the girl
who followed the tiniest trickle of a stream to find her way
out of the jungle. Some of the descriptions of human suffering
make for painful reading but stripped of excruciating detail,
this book contains some great tales of heroism
and endurance.
Sasha Wood

Night
Train to
Jamalpur
Andrew Martin
(Faber & Faber
£14.99)

It’s 1923 and things
are going decidedly off track on the
Indian railways. Our hero, Captain Jim
Stringer is on secondment to the East
Indian Railway Company, briefed to
inspect the security arrangements,
when a prosperous Anglo-Indian is
shot dead in the compartment next
to his. Was Jim the intended target or
was it a robbery gone wrong? And as
if the shooting wasn’t trouble enough,
someone is placing poisonous snakes
in first-class carriages across the Indian
rail network, and Jim sets out against
his better judgement to investigate. To
add to his worries, Jim’s daughter is
becoming involved with a maharajah’s
son and he detects danger to his family
from all sides.
Another cracking tale from Martin, in
this hugely popular Edwardian railway
detective series.
KP

Rwanda seems an unlikely place for
two Americans to build a national
cycling team, but in this uplifting account, Guardian journalist
Tim Lewis tells the true story of exactly that.
Team Rwanda comprises Tom Ritchey, a self-made millionaire
who invented the mountain bike; Jock Boyer, the first
American to ride the Tour de France; and Adrien Niyonshuti,
a young Rwandan who lost his family to the genocide age of
seven. Niyonshuti was desperate to put his country on the
map for something other than the atrocities, and at the age
of 26 would go on to be the first Rwandan to compete in an
international cycling event at the London 2012 Olympics.
Lewis presents the reader with a factual account of the
genocide and doesn’t sugar coat it. But the cycling story is
both heart-warming and shows how the Olympic legacy spread
beyond the UK, to inspire a team who inspired a nation.
Rachel Nicoll

Daily
Rituals

Mason Currey
(Picador £12.99)
It was in a moment
of procrastination
that journalist
Mason Currey researched other writers’
routines, leading to his popular Daily
Routines blog. These anecdotes have
now been expanded into a book that
exams the working routines of more
than 160 of the greatest philosophers,
writers, composers and artists. Did
you know that Proust worked all night
and slept in the day, while Henri de
Toulouse-Lautrec sketched at cabarets,
binge-drinking while he worked?
This entertaining collection offers insight
into lives we thought we knew so well.
The contrasts between those who kept
to a strict regime and others who were
only inspired by moments of genius are
astonishing. It’s fascinating to discover
the routines of Beethoven to Kierkegaard,
Jane Austen to David Lynch, dipping
in the bizarre ritual and routines of our
favourite artists and writers.
Katie Liddell
www.coxandkings.co.uk

Walking
Home
from
Mongolia
Rob Lilwall
(Hodder &
Stoughton
£13.99)

Having spent three years cycling
from Siberia to London, Rob Lilwall,
a former geography teacher, is no
stranger to adventure. Here Lilwall
sets off on another epic quest, as he
and his cameraman Rob walk from
Mongolia back home to Hong Kong.
From the initial euphoria of getting his
girlfriend’s permission, the 3,000-mile
journey quickly turns into a brutal,
freezing trek across the wild and
hostile Gobi desert and mountains
of mainland China. Encounters with
overzealous Chinese officials, where
he has no support crew to come to his
aide, make Lilwall’s peril all the more
real. Interspersed with musings on
expedition planning and the nature of
pilgrimage, this cracking story is the
perfect addition to anyone’s library of
adventure books.
Thomas Saunders
COMPASS
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Wanted On Voyage

Jonathan Hosking rounds up the best new travel apps and latest gear.

Worldly Apps

In the spotlight … happy snaps

National Trust | Free

Nikon 1 AW1 Camera

(iPhone, iPad & Android)

The perfect device for the avid, adventuring photographer, Nikon
claims this is the world’s first shatterproof, shockproof, freezeproof
and waterproof digital camera – making it virtually indestructible. But
despite its robustness, the AW1 also features a sleek, elegant design.
£749.00 | jessops.com

After a major redesign,
the NT’s app is now both
incredibly useful and fun to navigate.
With detailed information on all UK
properties including gardens, historic
houses and castles, it allows you to
locate your nearest sites and even
search for events.

Star Walk | £1.99
(iPhone, iPad & Android)
Whether sleeping out in
the desert or on safari,
Star Walk is your very own handheld
planetarium. Point your iPhone at the
night sky and the app displays all the
stars, planets, constellations and even
satellites in real-time, giving you a
pocket astronomy guide.

Google Goggles |
Free

Optrix XD5 Waterproof Action Sports Case
The Optrix XD5 is a case for iPhones that is waterproof up to a depth of nine
metres. It’s also fitted with a 175° wide-angle lens for budding photographers
who can’t bear to put their phone down.
£99.95 | johnlewis.com

Camera lens cup
As any photographer will know, you have to bide your time to achieve
the perfect shot. This portable camera-lens flask is the ideal way to
keep your drinks hot on a chilly stake-out. Possibly best stored away
from your camera bag though as it looks astonishingly like the real thing.
£12.99 | iwantoneofthose.com

(iPhone, iPad & Android)
Photograph your location,
and this clever app will identify it. And
it recognises not only landmarks,
but paintings, logos, book covers
and even the faces of celebrities. It
can also analyse images to translate
foreign language text.

Unesco World
Heritage | £1.99
(iPhone & iPad)
This handheld
encyclopaedia helps you explore the
world’s greatest cultural and natural
sites, either at home or on your travels.
Featuring descriptions of 936 Unesco
world heritage sites, the app lets you
create a list of favourites and tick them
off when you’ve visited them, creating
your very own travel log.

Terratime | £1.99
(Android)
This astonishingly detailed
app allows you to track
phases of the moon, sunrise and
sunset, twilight and transit times via
satellite, in real time, wherever you
are in the world. It also works as a
compass and world clock.
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Breffo Spiderpodium
Incredibly useful and versatile, the eight-legged Spiderpodium
allows you to easily read your smartphone or tablet, and can be
used as a camera tripod. Super ergonomic, featuring soft-touch
Eagle Creek Launch
rubber, this is simply a must-have piece of kit.
™
£14.95 | breffo.com

Morphus

*

From the airport to the roughest of terrain, this hybrid case from travel gear specialists Eagle Cre
travelling companion. Ultra-durable, ultra-versatile, ultra-light hybrid. Need another bag? The inno
to zip off the front gear bag from the polycarbonate back shell and use the Morphus™ technolo
travel bag!

WIN an Eagle Creek bag
worth £400

WHEELED BAG
Capacity 47L / Size 36x56x24cm / 2.17kg

Compass has teamed up with Eagle Creek to give away one
of their hardy, stylish travel bags. This ingenious and incredibly
convenient catchall solves the problem of which bags to take
on holiday, as the wheeled suitcase detaches and transforms
into a zip-off gear bag or backpack for day trips. Constructed
from lightweight and durable materials, the bag also features
zip-away straps and a water-resistant base.

WHEELED BAG

Morphus™ Technology creates a
3-Ply Polycarbonate back shell
and superior impact resistance
Recessed handle system
Lockable self-repairing zippers
Reflective accents for nighttime v
Lightweight and durable wheels w
skid plate and bumper protection

ZIP-OFF GEAR BAG
Capacity 48L / Size 36x56x24

Multiple quick grab handles
Zip-away backpack straps, load l
strap with safety whistle.
Exterior quick stash pocket for trav
Water resistant Bi-Tech ‘bathtub’ c
so it can sit in a puddle without abs
Reflective accents for nighttime vis
Lockable self-repairing zippers

From £300 | eaglecreek.com

The Morphus is available in 22 (£300) and 30 (£400) and comes in a choice of Black and S

Back in the 1950s, backpacks (let alone wheeled suitcase-cum-backpacks) were
nowhere to be seen, until an outdoorsy American decided to experiment with ways
to carry his hiking gear. To win Eagle Creek’s state-of-the-art bag, simply email
compass@coxandkings.co.uk with the answer to the question below by
22 February 2013. The first correct answer out the bag, wins it!

Available form a variety of outdoor retailers including Penrith Survival, Tiso, Breaking free and Foxes Outdoo
www.eaglecreek.com

No Matter What Damage Repair Policy
If your luggage is ever damaged (even by the airlines) Eagle Creek will repair or replace it free of cha

Q: Who invented the backpack?

COX & KINGS TRAVEL
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Beauty Spot

GoPro HERO3+
If you’ve ever watched programmes
such as the BBC’s Blue Planet
or Countryfile, you’ll have seen
footage from a GoPro camera. The
extraordinarily compact, easy to use,
yet high-spec video camera is perfect
for capturing hi-definition footage
of your travel experiences. The new
HERO3+ is extraordinarily good value,
with new features including 30% more
battery-life and wide-angle SuperView.
On a cycling trip through the vineyards
of Croatia and learning to windsurf in
the Peloponnese, I was delighted with
the crisp, clear results.

Jennifer Cox rounds up the best of this
summer’s skincare and beauty products.
Clinique Superprimer
Face Primers
Rarely has a product lived so
entirely up to its name: Clinique’s
oil-free super-primers are
astonishingly good. Six shades
correct skin issues from dullness
to redness, with a lightweight
formula that lasts all day.
£20 | clinique.co.uk

Elemis Pro-Intense Lift Effect
Super System

Review by Nick Gregan,
professional photographer

There’s serious science behind Elemis’
new anti-ageing system for 55+. A serum
combined with jowl and chin mask, eye and
lip cream and night cream delivers a potent
cocktail of lipids tackling thinning, aging skin.

£199.99 | gopro.madison.co.uk

www.timetospa.co.uk | £155.00

Korres Colour Professional
Volume Mascara
Black Volcanic Minerals
Joby Gorillapod SLR
Zoom Tripod
Bendy, rubberized legs
let you safely secure
and balance your
camera for steady shots,
whatever the conditions.
Supporting cameras up
to 3kg, more than 15 times its own weight,
the Gorillapod is portable, lightweight and
easy to set up in any terrain.
£39.95 | John Lewis

Aquapac
Stormproof SLR
Camera Pouch
Whatever the weather,
Aquapac’s fully stormproofed, buoyant,
padded camera case guards against rain,
dust, sand and mud with its roll-down seal.
Can be carried on a shoulder strap or belt.
£55.00 | store.aquapac.net

From Pompeii to Eyjafjallajökull, volcanoes
are rarely good news. But Korres’ new range
of eyeliners and mascara feature Black
Volcanic Minerals for deep, long-lasting,
moisturising colour.
£15.00 | TheFragranceShop.co.uk

Aveda Damage
Remedy Intensive
Restructuring
Treatment

Mrs White’s
Take Flight

Aveda’s relaunched
Damage Remedy line
of ultra-moisturising
hair treatments,
feature quinoa protein
as well as soy oil to
repair and protect
stressed tresses, and
now in PCR (post-consumer recycled)
packaging.

Travelling is exciting,
but it isn’t always
hygienic. This handy
inflight sized hand
sanitiser kills germs
but soothes the skin
and smells wonderful.
Active ingredients
include organic
lavender, organic
Aloe Vera gel and, err,
organic vodka.

£23.50 | aveda.co.uk

£15.00 | roullierwhite.com

www.coxandkings.co.uk
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Shooting Stars

Photography and wildlife fans alike
will delight in the pick of this season’s
images from the natural world. The
prestigious Wildlife Photographer
of the Year exhibition at London’s
Natural History Museum features
100 images, including South African
photographer Greg du Toit’s winning
portrait of Botswanan elephants,
and Udayan Rao Pawar’s crocodile
mother with a clutch of hatchlings
climbing over her head.
Wildlife Photographer of the
Year, Natural History Museum,
until 23 March, tickets £12,
nhm.ac.uk/wpy

Essence of elephants © Greg du Toit/ Wildlife Photographer of the Year

Not to be missed
WINTER 2013 – 2014

From wintry walks and a fiery festival to an exhibition tracing the origins
of the legendary El Dorado, Sasha Wood picks out the best of Britain’s winter events.

Turner Travels
to Derry

Capping Derry’s UK City of Culture
2013 celebrations, the winner
of the prestigious Turner prize is
announced on 2 December, with
the accompanying exhibition of
artist’s work running at the city’s
new cultural centre, Ebrington,
until 5 January. This year’s
shortlisted artists include satirical
sculptor David Shrigley and live art
pioneer Tino Sehgal.
Turner Prize, Ebrington
Clock Tower, Derry, until
5 January, admission free,
cityofculture2013.com
80
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Winter walks © Ian Dickin

Seasonal Strolls

This winter the Ramblers celebrate 25 years of their popular Festival of
Winter Walks. There are hundreds of free guided walks on offer across the
UK, from gentle walks to the pub to hardcore hikes across frosty national
parks. Led by enthusiastic expert volunteers, the programme showcases
Britain’s countryside at its wintry best.
The Ramblers Festival of Winter Walks, nationwide,
21 December 2013 – 5 January 2014, ramblers.org.uk
COX & KINGS TRAVEL
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Standen Garden of Lights © National Trust, John Miller

Fairy Lights

The cauldron © Sergey Gorshkov (Russia)

t INSIDER’S VIEW

Wildlife Photographer of the Year Greg du Toit said of capturing his image
Essence of Elephants, “My goal was to throw caution to the wind; abandon
conventional photographic practices in an attempt to capture a unique elephant
portrait. This image hints at the special energy I feel when I’m with elephants.”

Get into the festive spirit this
season at an illuminated
performance of Tchaikovsky’s
Nutcracker, staged outdoors
in the grounds of Standen, the
National Trust’s 19th-century Arts
and Crafts movement house in
Kent. Standen’s extensive hillside
grounds are transformed into an
enchanted Garden of Lights as
night falls, presided over by a
contingent of Sugar Plum Fairies,
giant soldiers and illuminated mice.
Standen, Kent, 30 November
– 22 December, Admission £6,
nationaltrust.org.uk/events

Blaze of Glory

Beat the January blues and get all fired up at Up Helly Aa, Shetland’s
annual fire festival. The rambunctious celebrations honour Shetland’s Norse
history in spectacular style with a 1,000-strong torch-lit Viking procession,
culminating in the burning of a replica longship.
Lerwick, 28 January, visit.shetland.org
Bedmaking, Stanley Spencer at Sandham Memorial Chapel

A Portrait of War

Timed to mark the first world war’s
centenary, renowned British painter
Stanley Spencer’s huge war murals
go on display at the Pallant House
Gallery in Chichester. The Stanley
Spencer: Heaven in a Hell of a War
exhibition depicts the everyday
experiences of first world war
soldiers. The paintings have been
carefully relocated from Sandham
Memorial Chapel, widely recognised
as one of the greatest war
monuments of the 20th century, and
will first go to Somerset House for an
exhibition until 26 January 2014.
Pallant House Gallery, 15 February
– 15 June 2014, pallant.org.uk

Golden Opportunity

The legendary Lost City of Gold
is explored at a major new British
Museum exhibition, Beyond
El Dorado: Power and Gold in
Ancient Colombia. Precious
artefacts on display include more
than 300 works excavated from
Lake Guatavita, an impressive
collection of pre-Hispanic worked
gold, large funerary masks, plus
ceramics and stone necklaces.
British Museum, until
23 March, tickets £10,
britishmuseum.org
Seated female poporo, Quimbaya, gold alloy, AD600-1100. © The Trustees
of the British Museum

www.coxandkings.co.uk
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Padstow Away
R

ick Stein’s earliest memories are of simple, natural food: fresh-picked
damsons baked into a tart; eggs, their shells stuck with feathers;
sausages from a slaughtered pig … all from a childhood spent growing
up on the family farm in Oxfordshire. But it was family holidays to Cornwall
that made the biggest impression, ultimately inspiring Rick Stein to move to
Padstow in 1974 to set up ‘a home, a den’ with his then-wife Jill. These days
the Seafood Restaurant in Padstow, it is part of a food empire valued in the
region of £35m, and such a regional attraction that in 2003 Rick Stein
was awarded an OBE for services to West Country tourism.
A hugely popular television chef, food writer and broadcaster, Rick Stein has recently
released two new books. Rick’s Stein’s India – In Search of the Perfect Curry
accompanies his recent BBC television series. Under A Mackerel Sky is a surprisingly
moving memoir, which recalls those family holidays to Cornwall, as well as the suicide
of his bipolar father; bloody brawls with Cornish fishermen; and meeting his second
wife, Sarah, with whom he now jointly runs a restaurant in Australia.
Compass editor Jennifer Cox asked him about the journey.

Jennifer Cox: Under a Mackerel Sky is
a candid autobiography – your father’s
suicide, the end of your marriage – did
you find it hard to write?
Rick Stein: I found both recalling
my father’s suicide and the end of
my first marriage very hard to write about.
The rest of the book was really rather
enjoyable, particularly the very end:
writing about my second wife Sas and
my stepchildren, on a journey to
our restaurant in Mollymook on the
coast of southern New South Wales
last Christmas.
JC: Throughout the book you talk
longingly about Cornwall: the character
of the region, the pull it has on you.
What makes it so special?
RS: It’s a special place to so many
people. I think we all need a place in
our hearts where apparently life is easier
and more romantic. It’s not strictly true
of course, but we believe it to be and
Cornwall is that place for me.
JC: You moved to London when you
were 17, to work as a larder chef in the
Great Western Hotel. Did you have any
sense that food was going to become
such an important part of your life?
RS: I had no idea. I only did it to please
my father.
JC: Your parents knew how to throw
a party. Is that how you ultimately
see food: one part of a convivial
atmosphere, rather than an altar to be
worshipped at in its own right?
RS: Exactly, food is only part of the
overall restaurant experience. Almost
as important is the relationship between
the restaurant and the customer. Great
restaurants are as much about service,
ambience and the customers themselves.
I like my food to be a contribution to
that. I’ve had too many overpowering
experiences in restaurants where the
food is the total star. It leads to the
ludicrous situation I observed in a famous
breakfast cafe in Sydney this morning,
where virtually all the other customers
were either Chinese or Japanese taking
pictures of the food.

Rick Stein © Juliana Johnston
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in Provence and spoke French, and had
similar views about how we should be
enjoying our British seafood, not sending
it all to Spain. I didn’t see much of him
after he became so famous but we got
back in touch years later.
JC: Now you’re an established TV chef
in your own right, with a hugely popular
series exploring regional cuisine from
France and Spain to the Middle East.
Most recently you returned from India,
searching for the perfect curry.
Did you succeed? What makes the
perfect curry?
RS: My perfect curry was, perhaps
predictably, fish curry from Tamil Nadu.
I chose it because the occasion was so
special: the beach at Mamallapuram near
Pondicherry. It was made with very few
ingredients for a curry: oil, mustard seeds,
onion, garlic, turmeric, chilli, coriander,
tomato, tamarind, salt and finally white
snapper. Yet it seemed to sum up
everything that is so exciting about
southern Indian fish cookery.

Padstow, Cornwall

JC: Your father suffered from bipolar
disorder, and sadly committed suicide
when you were 18. You moved to
Australia. Looking back, was this a
good move?
RS: It was the rite of passage move of my
life. I’ve loved the place ever since.
JC: You travelled around Australia for
two years, taking on some truly awful
sounding jobs: an Outback abattoir,
sweeping up in a sugar refinery.
Amazingly you also worked as a stage
hand on legendary Galloping Gourmet
Graham Kerr’s television show. What
was he like to work for?
RS: I think Graham started the idea in
cookery programmes, that entertaining
at home was about having fun. It’s all
very obvious now, but the idea that you
could be seen to be enjoying a glass of
wine during a programme was daring
stuff in 1966.
JC: You opened your first bar in
Padstow in 1974: a small, shaky start
to the seafood cuisine scene you
would famously go on to establish
there. How easy was it to get fresh
seafood in the 1970s and ‘80s?

RS: Unless the seafood came from
Cornwall, it was almost impossible. It
wasn’t really a problem because we had
plenty of lobsters and crabs and every
type of fish. But there were no molluscs
– mussels or clams – and no prawns or
langoustines. Even for Helford oysters, we
had to rely on the train from Falmouth and
the bus from Bodmin station. I started
picking and purifying mussels, clams
and cockles from the Camel estuary
myself, then got others to gather them.
Langoustines from Scotland were a
later addition, though occasionally they
appeared on the market in Newlyn. Our
menu was short and very simple.

JC: Is local cuisine a good way to get
under the skin of a new country?
RS: Yes I really believe it is: when people
start to talk about local cooking, they
also talk about themselves and their
family and friends.
JC: You now live in Australia part of
the year. What do you miss most about
Padstow when you’re away?
RS: I don’t really miss Padstow when
I’m in Australia or miss Sydney when
I’m in Padstow, apart from my wife Sas.
I regard it as a privilege to be able to live
in two such beautiful places.•

JC: You worked with another legendary
TV glugger Keith Floyd in 1985,
appearing as a guest chef on his
Floyd on Fish series. What was he like
to work with?
RS: In the early days he was a dream.
He was much more experienced than
me in running restaurants. He’d worked
Rick Stein’s India, In Search of the
Perfect Curry is published by BBC Books
(£25.00)
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Under A Mackerel Sky
by Rick Stein

In this extract from Rick Stein’s memoir Under a Mackerel Sky, it’s 1984
and a local television producer accompanied by an up-and-coming
Bristol based chef, have asked Rick Stein to make a short appearance
on a new television series they are filming called Floyd on Fish…
I was excited when the crew arrived. David Pritchard – with a
mischievous sparkle in his eye – gave the impression of only being
interested in what was for lunch. His PA, Francis Wallis, was attractive,
Scottish and constantly exasperated by David’s ever-changing plans. The
tall, slightly patrician cameraman was called Clive North. Keith treated
Clive as if he was rather stupid and never in the right place at the right
time with his camera – a clever ploy because it made the viewers feel
they were sharing directly in Keith’s culinary secrets and that the filming,
though necessary, was an intrusion. Then there was Timmy West, the
sound recordist, who was all over the place with dynamic youthful
enthusiasm. The net effect on me was of a world much more attractive
and much more dynamic than my own.
Keith and I cooked together. He said, ‘Now, Nick, what exactly are we
cooking this morning?’
‘Roasted sea bass. Actually, old boy, it’s Rick, not Nick.’
‘Nick, Rick, you new young chefs are two a penny.’
I wasn’t fazed by this one bit, and I loved cooking with Keith. After we’d
cooked the bass, they all ate my lunch. I had spent some time worrying
about this. Even then, I sensed that showing off would not go down well.
I cooked small sirloin steaks, thin crisp chips and a salad of tomato, red
onion and fresh thyme with the dressing I’ve always used – four parts
olive oil and one part red wine vinegar with a pinch of salt and a pinch of
sugar. I served a bottle or two of Beaujolais with the steaks and instead
of pudding I produced some cheese so we could finish off the wine. No
big deal. But it was exactly right; the sort of food both Keith and David
absolutely loved.
After lunch we got down to filming. It was a lovely sunny afternoon.
David decided to photograph the bass not in the restaurant but on the
quayside. A table was prepared on the edge right next to a trawler which
was almost level with the quay as it was high tide by then. It was to be
just Keith and me with a bottle of Trimbach Riesling.
David suddenly said, ‘Let’s put the whole thing on the boat.’
So it was that Keith and I found ourselves sitting at a table with a white
cloth, eating sea bass and toasting each other with Alsace Riesling as
we sailed down the Camel Estuary in the golden light of late afternoon –
and I felt I was sailing off to a new and exciting life with all these fabulous
new people.
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Rick Stein’s Under a
Mackerel Sky is published
by Ebury Press (£20.00)
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COD CURRY
Meen kulambu

As I watched this dish being cooked in
Pondicherry, I thought it was the perfect
recipe for our own cod; you could also
try it with pollock, haddock or hake.
Another simple, fresh and fragrant curry
from southern India, and, as I’m rather
too fond of saying, if we could get fish
dishes like this anywhere, everyone
would love fish.

INGREDIENTS
Serves 4-6

For the paste
1 small onion, chopped
1 small tomato, chopped
80g fresh or frozen coconut,
grated or chopped
30g / 6 cloves garlic, peeled
9 dried Kashmiri chillies,
stalks snipped off
1 tbsp black peppercorns
1½ tsp salt
For the fish
50ml vegetable oil
1 tsp black mustard seeds
1 tsp urid dal (husked)
2 tsp turmeric
150ml water
600g cod fillet (or pollock, haddock
or hake), cut into 4cm slices
Handful of fresh curry leaves
Handful of fresh coriander leaves
To serve
Boiled basmati rice and chapatis.

METHOD

Put all the paste ingredients in a mini
food processor and blend to a thick
paste, adding a splash of water if
needed. Heat the oil in a heavy-based
saucepan or karahi over a medium heat.
Add the mustard seeds and urid dal
and fry for 30 seconds, then add the
paste and the turmeric, and fry for 2–3
minutes until fragrant. Add the water,
bring to the boil then add the cod. Cook
for 5 minutes, or until cooked through,
occasionally shaking the pan gently to
distribute the heat (avoid using a utensil
to stir as the fish is delicate and will
break up).
Finally add the curry leaves and
coriander to the pan and serve with
rice and the chapatis.
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A T aste of the W o r ld
Naked Wines is Cox & Kings’ wine club partner. An online
retailer, Naked Wines invests in independent wine makers to
source delicious wine at the best possible prices. The result
of connecting wine makers and wine drinkers through direct
funding and honest feedback is a website full of delicious
and affordable wines.

Compass Reader Offer
Compass is offering a £60 credit for you to try any bottle from Naked Wines’
delicious selection, valid against your first order of £99.99 or more.
To claim your credit, simply visit www.nakedwines.com/coxandkings60
using the code COXKINGS60 and password VINEYARD. Cannot be used
in conjunction with any other offer. Next day delivery as standard is £4.99.
Full terms and conditions available at www.nakedwines.com.
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Lay of the Land Sauvignon Blanc 2012
Mike Paterson, New Zealand, 13%
Bolstered by the knowledge I had a special bottle of sauvignon
blanc in my armoury, I set off full of confidence to meet my new
girlfriend Felicity’s parents for the first time last month. I’ve long
been a fan of the grape, but would it see me through this most
auspicious of occasions?
With a sharp new haircut – a match for the chic stylings of the
wine’s label – we made a good first impression on the banks of
the river at Henley, in the surprisingly warm autumn sunshine.
So, time to check out the Lay of the Land. Opened as the light
began to dim, it seemed the perfect complement to the beautiful
roast chicken on our al fresco menu. Jules – Felicity’s mum –
commented on the fragrant bouquet, while Neil – dad – picked
up on subtle hints of elderflower. The wine was crisp, delicate
and very easy to drink; fresh with a fruity aftertaste. The perfect
accompaniment to Neil’s roast, I would hazard to say it would also
go well with seafood, risotto and other finely flavoured dishes. Smooth and
versatile, it was everything we wanted in an early evening tipple and something
that will certainly be welcomed back. Even better, I was told I would be too.
Jonathan Hosking

Vina Tinajas Cabernet Sauvignon 2012
Juan Ignacio Mena, Chile, 13.5%
As a native Australian, my usual habit is to choose wines from
famous, local regions like the Yarra Valley and the Mornington
Peninsula. But while looking for a wine to share over dinner with old
school friends, I was struck by the label of this Chilean cabernet
sauvignon – a joyous scene of friends cycling in the mountains – and
it seemed to choose me. A light crimson colour, the wine was fruity,
with hints of blackcurrant and ripe plum, and paired surprisingly well
with the light starter of fresh tomatoes, basil and buffalo mozzarella,
without overpowering the subtle flavours. And yet, the deep tannins
could also cut through the heavier flavours of our main course,
a rich, creamy mushroom pasta with lashings of garlic sauce. Of
course, it didn’t last until dessert – a sticky, coffee-drenched tiramisu
– but I’m convinced it would have balanced the sweetness of the
dish perfectly. Overall, I found it a refreshing, well-rounded wine. I
look forward to our next reunion.
Kim Hay

Arabella Cabernet Sauvignon 2013
Stephen de Wet, South Africa, 13.5%
This wine is appropriately named after those graceful Arabian
horses – robust yet light on their feet. As a full-bodied South
African red, you would expect this to hit your palate with bigflavours, spicy aromas and the dense-richness of dark chocolate.
Yet, while it has the dark, tannic properties of typical cabernet
sauvignon grapes, it is surprisingly light and refreshing on the
palate, with hints of black pepper and liquorice. This easy-going
wine has a smooth texture and is eminently drinkable. As the nights
draw in, it’s the perfect partner to a strong cheddar and some
Great British Bake Off-inspired homemade soda-bread in front of
the telly, or as the main bill in its own right standing shoulder
to shoulder with a thick, juicy steak.
Wai Law
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Step back in time:

Shropshire
In the latest in our series of historic
walks, Christopher Somerville
explores the spectral splendour of
Wilderhope Manor, Shropshire.

Y

ou won’t forget your first
sight of Wilderhope Manor.
There is something – well,
haunting is really the only
word for it – about the pale grey bulk
of the Tudor manor house on its remote
hillside, its dozens of windows with their
small panes staring out blankly across the
roadless, tree-lined cleft of Hope Dale.
The valley itself lies concealed in a deep
fold under the reverse slope of Wenlock
Edge’s long ridge, so that there is a
secretive element to the Shropshire setting
chosen by Francis Smallman in 1585 for
his fine new house.
Arrive on one of the National Trust’s
open days, and you can wander the great
house and admire the fine ornate plaster
ceilings, the solid dark oak stairs, and the
huge cavernous hall of a dining room,
complete with yawning fireplace and a
great wheel-shaped chandelier suspended
over the table. It’s just the sort of
setting that cries out for a ghost or two.
Mary Webb, author of hugely popular
Shropshire-based novels in the early
20th century, used Wilderhope in Gone
To Earth (1917) as the template for
Undern Hall, a doomy mansion full of
unquiet spirits:
‘It was a place of which the influence and
magic were not good. Something that
haunted the place set the heart fluttering
…. At Undern, someone who had been
there was there still.’
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Maybe Mary had a point. Wilderhope has
a few ghosts to call its own. One takes the
form of a smiling little girl who suddenly
gives vent to a blood-curdling scream.
Another is a cloaked figure in plumed hat
and riding boots – probably the shade
of Major Thomas Smallman, staunch
Royalist and owner of Wilderhope during
the Civil War. He had a very narrow

“Wilderhope has a few
ghosts to call its own.
One takes the form of
a smiling little girl who
suddenly gives vent to a
blood-curdling scream”
squeak while carrying dispatches to the
King. Pursued by parliamentary soldiers,
he jumped his horse down a precipitous
slope on Wenlock Edge (still called
‘Major’s Leap’). The horse perished;
Smallman landed in an apple tree. Quite
unshaken by his near-death experience,
he climbed down and accomplished his
mission on foot.
From Wilderhope Manor you follow the
Shropshire Way footpath along the crest
of Wenlock Edge. This tremendously
elongated limestone ridge, 90 metres tall,
was immortalized by Ralph Vaughan
Williams in his swirling and stormy
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setting of A.E. Housman’s gale-torn poem
On Wenlock Edge. If you walk the old
woods on a windy day you’ll see just
how poet and composer received their
inspiration. The winter winds soon strip
the leaves from Coats Wood, opening
a grandstand view between the bare
branches across many miles of green
farmland to the humpy spine of the
Caradoc Hills above Church Stretton. In
the hedges hangs a whole colour spectrum
of wild fruits – dusky pink berries of
spindle, crimson haws and scarlet hips,
red and yellow ‘fairy necklaces’ of bryony
berries, scarlet and black fruits standing
tall on bushes of Rose of Sharon.
At Roman Bank you turn south-east to
descend a lane into the hidden valley of
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Wilderhope Manor

Need to know:
SHROPSHIRE
Hope Dale, then on along Jack Mytton
Way. This bumpy old cart track, hardly
changed since Major Smallman rode these
hills, is a survivor from the days before
the motor car – muddy, rutted, rough and
stony, a hollow way between oak and
hazel. It lifts you over the ridge and down
into Corve Dale, where Broadstone chapel
stands in simplicity with its modest pews,
mouse-nibbled kneelers and plain, barnlike wooden roof.
The churchyard bench is a good place to
enjoy a mouthful of tea from the thermos
and ten minutes’ peace and quiet, before
you turn back across the infant River
Corve beyond Rowe Farm and follow the
Shropshire Way up a long green valley to
Wilderhope Manor and its resident ghosts.

TRAVEL: By car – Wilderhope Manor
is signposted from Longville-inthe-Dale, on B4371 between Much
Wenlock and Church Stretton.
By public transport – Bus: service 712
to Longville (1½ miles). Train: Church
Stretton (6 miles).
WALK: From Wilderhope Manor car
park, return to cross the road and
follow the Shropshire Way for 1.5 miles
through Coats Wood to Roman Bank
(521908). Turn left along the road to
Topley (528905), then follow Jack
Mytton Way to cross B4368 (542897).
A footpath leads past Broadstone
Chapel (544897), before bearing right
to Rowe Lane. Turn left past Rowe
Farm, then right across the fields to
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recross B4368 at Hopescross (546903;
signposted ‘Longville’). In 150 yards,
turn right (548905) and follow the
Shropshire Way back to Wilderhope
Manor. (Total: 6 miles)
ACCESS: Wilderhope Manor
(National Trust) open Wednesdays and
Sundays, April-September; Sundays
only, October-March (nationaltrust.
org.uk). It’s also a YHA hostel (01694771363; yha.org.uk).
TRAILS: Shropshire Way, Jack Mytton
Way, and marked public footpaths –
OS Explorer 217.
LUNCH: For comforting winter
food (steak and kidney pudding,
fish‘n’chips, doorstep sandwiches)
head to the Plough Inn, Wall
under Heywood (01694-246372;
theploughchurchstretton.co.uk).
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REFRESHING
CHANGE

The charity Cool Earth explains
how something as simple as
clean water can change the
fate of endangered rainforests.

Half of the world’s rainforests have been destroyed:
every year 25 million acres, an area the size of Iceland,
is cleared. While there are lots of things that destroy
rainforest – soya, roads, palm oil and mining all play
a terrible role – the biggest trigger to deforestation is
even more basic: poverty. All around the world, people
who have lived in the rainforest for countless generations
face a terrible choice: with loggers on their doorstep and
their families in poverty, they have little option but to sell
their trees.
But Cool Earth is working to halt this process by offering
a viable alternative, ensuring communities with most to
lose from deforestation will gain most from its protection.
With their community-centred approach, Cool Earth is
partnering with 65 villages around the world to protect
350,000 acres of at-risk rainforest.
The Ashaninka Project in Peru is Cool Earth’s largest
and most successful project. Located in the Ené Valley,
this is an area on the eastern slopes of the South
American Andes and source of the Rio Ené, a river that
forms part of the Amazon’s headwater. The project
works with 15 Ashaninka villages in one of the Amazon’s
deforestation hotspots. The Ashaninka is Peru’s largest
indigenous nation and has lived in Peru’s forests for
more than 5,000 years. Today there are more than 400
Ashaninka communities scattered throughout Peru’s
central rainforest.
The Ashaninka live a traditional way of life, and depend
entirely on the forest. The forest is the source of all of
their food, acts as a medicine cabinet and even provides
the cotton from which they make their traditional dress
– the cushma. In the words of Parijaro village president,
Macario López, “The forest is life for us.”
Cool Earth’s project is working to ensure that this way
of life can continue. The 15 partner villages are the only
ones in the valley to have zero logging, but they face a
seemingly impossible threat: a lack of water.
The Amazon has more water than any other river in the
world. Along its 4,049-mile length, 500 tributaries feed
into it. Every day it produces enough water to meet
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London’s water needs for 29 years. And yet, in Cool
Earth’s partner villages there is a shortage of fresh, safe
water. That’s because the Amazon is being poisoned as
chlorine, kerosene, sulphuric acid, mercury and cyanide
are all pumped into this gigantic river network from
mining and cocaine production.
The recent gold boom saw an explosion of mining
across the Amazon, catapulting Peru to become the
world’s leading exporter of illegal gold. It is estimated that
$3b of illegal gold is mined each year in Peru. As well
as leading to forest clearance, mining uses mercury
to amalgamate the metal, and this then enters the
water system.
And while Andean people have chewed coca leaves
for centuries, the global demand for cocaine is pushing
commercial growers into the Peruvian Amazon. Smallscale coca labs are set up in the cover of the forest
canopy to extract cocaine from the coca leaf. This
process is highly polluting. To extract one kilogram of
cocaine, 32 chemicals are required, producing 600
kilograms of waste and 200 litres of contaminated water.
But there is a simple solution to this poisoning: tap into
natural springs. Cool Earth is working to link all of their
partner villages to a clean water source so they can
avoid the contaminated rivers. The first village to be
given clean water was Cutivireni, linked to a spring 12
kilometres away. This has literally transformed the lives
of the village’s 46 families.
According to Cesar Bustamante, president of Cutivireni,
“The water supply has made a huge difference. Before
we had no water and had to go to the Mamiri River to
collect it, which is a great distance and is not clean. Now
we have drinking water and it is important for the life of
all people.”
The next village in line to receive safe water is Coveja.
Currently the women have a backbreaking walk of more
than a mile to gather water from the river, which also takes
them away from tending their families and food gardens.
The plan is to provide a water supply for Coveja’s families,
which also generates power and a source of food.
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Amazon River

What You Can Do

Your support can help Cool
Earth make an even bigger
difference. More than 90p in
every £1 donated goes straight
to their projects – improving the
lives of rainforest people and
halting rainforest destruction. It
costs just £60 to save an acre of
rainforest.

What’s In An Acre?

240
trees
76,000
tonnes of
water a year

260

tonnes of
CO2

15

endangered
species

Cutivireni

For more information,
please visit:
www.coolearth.org.
Cool Earth, Tremough
Innovation Centre,
Penryn, Cornwall,
TR10 9TA.
Tel: 01326 567 200

Water from the spring will be piped through
a pico hydro system, generating power for
lighting. This will enable children to study in the
evenings and women to make their traditional
jewellery. The surplus water will then be passed
through a new fishpond – oxygenating the
water. The fish will give the villagers a much
needed protein source and stop them from
eating contaminated fish from the river. All from
something as simple as water.
By ensuring rainforest protection goes hand in
hand with better lives, through steps like clean
water, school books and medical outposts,
Cool Earth helps put a village in the position
to turn away the loggers, keeping endangered
rainforest standing.
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Aysha, Cutivireni village
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Something to Declare
things we now consider annoying
(Topshop, Darth Vader) would have
had just as enraging equivalents
(ubiquitous fake relic shops, a hopeless
juggler). What we would now consider
exotic would then have been banal and
merely everyday.
The great cities of Central Europe are
a prime case in point. Visiting them
today can initially be a disappointing
experience. It is impossible not to
notice how similar to London or
Edinburgh places such as Prague,
Vienna or Budapest are. It is a
superficial similarity, but that is what –
by definition – you see first.

Simon Winder’s new book Danubia: A Personal
History of Habsburg Europe takes readers on a riotous
romp through a bygone age where sightseeing would
have been nigh-on impossible. Here, we ask him “if the
past is another country, how easy is it to travel there?”

W

andering around any
great historical site, it
is impossible not to feel
frustrated by the often enormous gap
between the current reality (a branch
of Topshop, a street performer dressed
as Darth Vader) and the wished-for,
more exotic past. This feeling is further
compounded by an awareness that in
that past the chance of being allowed
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to visit historical sites would have been
close to zero: constrained by issues
as varied as lack of fast transport or
the concept of a fortnight’s holiday,
not to mention never being permitted
to leave the fields in which you work
on pain of mutilation or death. There
is the further frustration that even if
you were somehow sightseeing two
hundred years ago, then at that time
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Time and again my own heart has
sunk to have come all that way, just
to see the same old brand-name shops
and people painted as immobile gold
statues (incidentally, do the latter all
perhaps come from the same town,
and simply fan out across Europe
during the summer months?). But a
never-failing source of excitement is
the way that after a couple of hours
in such cities, these initial annoyances
evaporate: because these things are
so ubiquitous they almost literally
disappear from sight, leaving behind
some truly astonishing sites.
Visiting the past undoubtedly requires
some work, particularly reading, and
some imagination, but the result is
endlessly fascinating. I have been
visiting Central Europe off and on for
many years, but simply cannot conceive
of a situation in which I would not
leap for joy at the idea of going back
to Budapest, say. Once you have made
the adjustment, it is clear that even a
lifetime is insufficient to understand
such cities and that even pacing the
quietest residential streets (which I
often do) is as much a pleasure and
surprise as wandering round the
grandest monuments.
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V

ienna is a perfect example of a
city that rewards perseverance.
It can sometimes seem rather
callously grand and chilly, but in so
many ways it is one of the richest sites
of human endeavour in the world,
a palimpsest of jumbled layers of
meanings and beliefs, triumphs and
disasters. What we see today is like
a shell without the snail. The central
core of the city, from the cathedral to
the palace, was for centuries designed
purely to reflect the needs and whims
of the Habsburg family. Settling
permanently in Vienna in the early 17th
century and ruling most of Central
Europe for a further three hundred
years (until the disaster of the first
world war), the Habsburgs used this
core area for a vast range of ceremonial
processions – for regular Catholic
feast days, for crucial family events,
for greeting royal visitors, for giving
thanks for surviving siege or plague.
What is now the broad shopping street
of the Graben used to be the setting for
great feudal parades by the estates of
Lower Austria. Surviving engravings
show astonishing numbers of figures
on horseback in terrific hats and
cloaks, carefully positioned in order of
precedence, from the grandest to the
least grand. At the centre of the Graben
there still stands the massive Plague
Column, a huge bravura heap of carved
clouds and angels, built by Leopold
I in 1693 in thanks for the ending of
a terrible plague. We can appreciate
it still as a wonderful piece of baroque
art, but the sensibility behind it is
now baffling.
Wherever you turn in this part of
Vienna there is nothing but left-over
cult objects from the old regime.
Churches for each of the principal
orders of monks dominate each square
or street, with different members of
the Habsburg family on different
occasions in the year favouring one or

the other. Indeed the more time spent
in central Vienna, the more it becomes
clear that it was once a predominantly
religious complex – not unlike Angkor
Wat, say – in which thousands of
people laboured, praying, singing
and interceding for the health and
success of the imperial family. This
was expressed in very strange ways.
When the emperor died, elaborate
and peculiar ceremonies resulted in
his body being cut up. His heart was
put in the special ‘heart chapel’ at the
church of the Augustinian monks,
his bowels were put in alcohol-filled
copper canisters in the basement of
St Stephen’s Cathedral (they are still
there, with helpful little labels marked
Ferdinand III, Leopold I and so on).
The rest of his now rather devastated
body was given into the care of the
Capuchin monks, who still to this day
tend to the often sensationally gloomy
tombs (some decorated with bronze
skulls wearing crowns).

“What we
see today is
like a shell
without
the snail”

T

he past is indeed a different
country, and a very peculiar
one indeed. And, now I feel
sad, as I have run out of room to point
you in the direction of the Imperial
Treasury, the contents of which make
pickled tummies seem relatively
rational. But with a little research
and imagination, you can find your
own way there.

Simon Winder
is the author
of Danubia:
A Personal
History of
Habsburg
Europe
(£18.99,
Picador).
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Behind the Scenes | NewS & Views

Behind
the scenes
Move over Mary Poppins, a new breed of
high-flying nannies are taking to the skies
reports Compass editor Jennifer Cox.

F

or many of us, the joy of travelling starts the minute
we get on the plane. Kicking off our shoes, we flick
through the inflight entertainment guide in delicious
anticipation of the enforced indolence ahead. Unless,
of course, we are travelling with children. In which case our
journey probably starts with a frantic hunt through hand
luggage in search of a sippy cup or that special teddy we fear
may still be on the back seat of the car, all the while fervently
praying our child isn’t the one to have a seat-kicking
meltdown at 37,000ft.
So flying families – not to mention the adjacent passengers –
may be interested to hear of a new scheme introduced
on its long-haul service by United Arab Emirates-based
Etihad Airways. Flying Nannies are sort of high-altitude
Mary Poppins’: cabin crew who have been specially trained
to help smooth the path of families and children travelling
on their own.
It’s a scheme supported by Norland College: the prestigious
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Bath-based nanny school, which since being founded by
Emily Ward in 1892, has trained more than 7,000 nannies.
Beloved both of rock royalty and the real thing (both Mick
Jagger and Princess Anne have hired Norland graduates),
Norland College has contributed to a training programme
for specially selected Etihad cabin crew, that includes
studying child psychology, sociology and child development,
as well as appreciating the perspective and needs of
travelling families.
“Flying with a young family can be a daunting task, even
for the most experienced travellers,” Etihad Airways’ vice
president of guest services Aubrey Tiedt says of the new
scheme. Going on to explain that the idea came from the
cabin crew themselves, Tiedt says: “We’re a relatively young
airline, only ten years old, and our 4,000 strong cabin crew
are relatively young too. Many of them have a background
in nannying or au pairing and are naturally attuned to the
fact that airborne families appreciate extra help. They were
keen to put their experience to good use.”
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About Etihad Airways
Etihad, with Norland, have already trained 300 flying
nannies, with a further 200 expected to be trained by the
end of 2013. Wearing special orange aprons to identify
their child-friendly skills, the flying nannies will offer
children a special boarding pack of materials for making
simple arts and crafts, like a sock puppet or magic tricks.
Flying nannies will also run quizzes, set challenges, and
accompany older children to explore the plane during
‘quieter moments’ in the flight.
Etihad is keen to point out that the service is not an inflight
crèche: nappies will not be changed or children minded.
They will offer parents practical help though, like the option
for their children’s meals to be served earlier in the flight.
Ideally this will allow parents the luxury of curling up with
the inflight entertainment. And the rest of the passengers
more chance of enjoying it undisturbed. •

Etihad Airways, the national airline of the United Arab
Emirates, began operations in 2003, and in 2012 carried
10.3 million passengers. From its hub at Abu Dhabi
International Airport, Etihad Airways offers flights to
destinations in the Middle East, Africa, Europe, Asia,
Australia and the Americas. For more information,
visit: www.etihad.com.

About Norland College
Norland College has been at the forefront of childcare
training for over 120 years. Its trained early-years
professionals are employed worldwide as Norland
Nannies, Maternity Nurses, Nursery Nurses and in
other positions in a variety of early-years settings.
Find out more at: www.norland.co.uk.
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CROSSWORD | COMPETITIONS

Complete the crossword for
your chance to win £50 worth of
CDs or downloads from AudioGO.
AudioGO (the home of BBC Audiobooks) publishes an extensive range of
drama, comedy and factual programmes from BBC Radio, in addition to
abridged and unabridged recordings by best-selling authors read by the finest
narrators. Most titles are available in both CD and download format. To browse
through the complete collection, go to www.audiogo.co.uk.

C RO S S W OR D SPONSORED BY AUDIOGO
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How to Enter
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All entries must be received by
3 March 2014.
Please send your entry, including
your full name, address and
postcode to:
Compass Crossword Competition
c/o John Patterson
Cox & Kings Travel Ltd
6th Floor, 30 Millbank
London, SW1P 4EE
Or email your answers to
promotions@coxandkings.co.uk
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Compiled by Philip Hamilton-Grierson
The Compass cryptic crossword
winner from the last issue was
Mrs Anne Hill, Herts
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ACROSS:
1. Twisted coil, initial cause of abdominal pain (5)
5. French sweetener in Bolivian city (5)
8. Passed law for ham (7)
9. Caribbean island massage embraced by
support group (5)
10. Antelope’s energy died (5)
11. Unsettle Tajikistan’s first currency (7)
14. Covering female because spies follow (6)
15. A confused siren cropped up (6)
16. S
 mall growth in parking behind new
university (5)
19. D
 ifficulty in reaching bicyclist in A&E is
upsetting (15)
21. F
 ormer wife has untidy son. They’re part of
a genetic sequence (5)
24. A
 pupil is embraced by the finest to
become the most competent (6)
26. A
 tax on argon is the manifestation of
a deity (6)
28. M
 arket in information – this is best not
stirred according to agent (7)
29. B
 ang on about remote-controlled plane (5)
30. K
 iss before love-in has confused African
people (5)
31. A
 number of French found within part
of DNA (7)
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32. Questions and answers on what’s paving
the way for World Cup hosts (5)
33. An inverted eye infection is unpleasant (5)
DOWN:
1. Teases little Charles about extreme
loudness (6)
2. She wrote ‘Little’ books, so automatically
ridiculous (6, 3, 6)
3. American animal’s fur needs one (5)
4. Problem solving for those with a poor aim,
possibly? (15)
5. Direct bullock (5)
6. Groupings form if one gets positive
molecules (15)
7. Awaiting decision, without beginning or
conclusion (6)
12. Rhythmical song sounds like a cover (3)
13. Returning friend finds an intimate place
to sit (3)
17. Excellent service after cold escabeche
starters (3)
18. By way of a bottomless vessel (3)
20. Where to buy stock? Supermarket in North
Queensferry’s tops (6)
21. Separatists stirred tea (1,1,1)
COX & KINGS TRAVEL

Terms & conditions
1. C
 losing date for entries is midday (GMT) on
3 March 2014.
2. T
 he competition is open to individual residents
of the UK aged 18 or over, except employees
of Cox & Kings, their associated, affiliated or
subsidiary companies, and their families, agents,
or anyone connected with this competition,
including the third-party promotional partners.
3. T
 he winners will be drawn at random on 7
March 2014 from all correct entries received
prior to the close of the competition.
4. T
 he prize is £50 of credit for electronic
download or CDs ordered through AudioGo.
No cash alternative is offered.
5. T
 he promoter of the competition is Cox &
Kings Travel Ltd, 6th Floor, 30 Millbank,
London SW1P 4EE.

22. Bushmen warbled endlessly (3)
23. In a trance when Ecstasy is extracted from
a remedy, re-mixed (6)
25. Listener follows Sergeant Major’s false
accusation (5)
27. Unpleasant woman’s kiss in tangled vine (5)

Inspired by travel

™

Morphus™ 22

Maximum travel versatility – a second
full-size bag in a few easy steps

Ultimate durability
Ultra lightweight
Multiple carry options

www.eaglecreek.com · stockist information: 020 8731 3500

one giant leap | life

One Giant Leap
Entrepreneur, philanthropist and author, Duncan Bannatyne
is perhaps best known for being a straight-talking business angel
on BBC2’s invester-tainment programme Dragons’ Den. Born into
modest circumstances in Scotland in 1949, Bannatyne showed an
entrepreneurial spirit from an early age, but drifted until he turned
30, when a move to Stockton-on-Tees and a £450 ice cream van
kick-started a business empire spanning hotels, health clubs, spas,
media, stage schools, property and transport.

Duncan Bannatyne

I

was brought up in poverty in
Clydebank, Scotland and there was
no opportunity to travel. I’d joined the
Royal Navy when I was 15, and two
years later spent six months sailing
around the world.

Our first port of call was Cape Town,
South Africa. We docked and were met
in the harbour by local families, who
literally queued along the quayside for the
chance to take us home for tea. We were
there for the weekend, and they wanted
to put us up while we were ashore. It was
quite unbelievable: meeting local people
and seeing how they lived. We went on
a short safari, and to the top of Table
Mountain where it was snowing. Many
locals had never seen snow before and
apparently had travelled from all over
specifically to see it, which shocked me,
because where we came from, we had
snow all the bloody time.
I stayed with a couple who had two
daughters (one I got on well with and we
stayed in touch for a while). They showed
me around, shared the food they ate,
and it amazed me how everything was
so different from the life I knew. They had
this local fruit, a bit like an apple, and I
said it was lovely – just to be polite. So
they gave it to me in every meal after that,
which wasn’t good as it was quite sour.
But of course what really amazed me was
the sun. It was shining all the time, blazing
hot. So different to home.
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Awarded an OBE in 2004 for wide-ranging charitable work,
Bannatyne has travelled the world for organisations such as Unicef
and Scottish International Relief (SIR). He describes
to Compass editor Jennifer Cox, the trip that started it all.

Next was Hong Kong. We sailed into
the port, which was covered in
bunting and all the locals were down
in the harbour waving. The thing that I
remember most was the food – mostly
noodles and seafood, whatever the
locals were eating – but everything was
new, and incredibly tasty. You can’t go
into a Chinese restaurant and order
the sort of food we had there. And the
hustle and bustle was just incredible:
markets, people with snakes coming
out of baskets, street traders trying to
sell you things. And of course we went
to a few bars too. It was exciting and
overwhelming at the same time.
We usually went ashore in groups, four
or five of us together; I hate to think what
would have happened if we’d gone on
our own. We’d buy things to send home
as everything was so cheap. I bought
a car racing set for my brother, and a
doll for my sister. Before we left the ship
we were warned about local hustlers
and taught how to haggle, which was
interesting because it was so foreign
to us, but absolutely the norm there.
Someone would come up to you and
offer you a watch for say 50, and you’d
offer them 10, and they’d tell you to go
away, but then get back into the haggling
again. I really enjoyed it. That said, I
bought a watch and it never worked.
From Hong Kong we went onto Fremantle
in West Australia. It was a really, really

COX & KINGS TRAVEL

friendly place and we had a good time in
bars with the local people. All around the
world we were made to feel welcome; it
was a really great feeling.
It was my first trip abroad and I was
circumnavigating the world. We’d rarely
be anywhere longer than a couple of days
though. The rest of the time we were
at sea, for up to three weeks at a time:
sometimes travelling from port to port,
other times just at sea doing manoeuvres
as we were on an aircraft carrier.
I took it all in my stride – as you do when
you’re 17 – but I also wrote letters home
every day to my family telling them where
I’d been and what I’d seen.
These days I travel a lot with the charities
I support, like my orphanage in Romania
[Casa Bannatyne in Târgu-Mureş, a
hospice for orphans with HIV and Aids],
or with Comic Relief in Ethiopia and Mary
Meals in Malawi. I still think safaris are the
best kind of holiday you can have; but I
still have to go to the gym every day. •

Riding the Storm
by Duncan
Bannatyne is
published by
Random House
Business (£18.99,
Sept 2013)
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Experience the
Colours of Peru
Small-Group Tours

Travel in a small group
of like-minded people on
our escorted tours of Peru.
Groups are limited to a
maximum of 25 people
and stay in first-class 4 &
5-star hotels. Train to Machu
Picchu group tour, 15 Days
/ 12 Nights from £2,895.

Tailor-Made

For those who prefer to
travel independently and
maybe venture off the beaten
track, Cox & Kings’ expert
tour consultants have years
of experience at creating
private journeys in Peru,
tailor-made to suit personal
budgets, dates and interests.

Single Travellers

Cox & Kings’ new range
of small-group tours,
specially created for single
travellers, feature single
occupancy of double rooms
and no single supplements.
Treasures of Peru single
travellers group tour, 11 Days
/ 8 Nights from £2,795.

coxandkings.co.uk/peru
To speak to an expert or request a brochure,
call 0845 867 7431 quoting reference COMPASS

Our Flying Nanny,
Your Helping Hand.
Now onboard

We are proud to announce the launch of our Flying Nanny, a dedicated
childcare assistance programme onboard and on the ground, on all
long-haul flights.
All Etihad Flying Nannies are cabin crew members who
have received additional training from Norland College,
the world’s leader in training childcare professionals.
Dressed in a bright orange apron they will start
assisting you right from the boarding gate until you
are seated. On board, they can arrange bassinets,
help with ideas to keep children entertained, and
support in making your flight as enjoyable as
possible.
For more information on Etihad's family friendly
offerings speak to an expert at Cox & Kings.
Call 0845 867 7431 quoting reference COMPASS.

Local man, Chuchuito, Puno (Alex Bryce)
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CHINA
The lure of Shangri-La
Rick Stein

A passion for food, a taste for discovery
MasterChef Travel is a brand new collection of culinary group
holidays, designed by travel experts Cox & Kings, focusing
on the world’s great cuisines. The holidays all feature local
cookery experts and many are also joined by former MasterChef
contestants. Our 2014 collection includes holidays to Morocco
with Keri Moss, Vietnam with James Nathan, Thailand with
Andrew ‘Koj’ Kojima and Italy with Sara Danesin Medio.

EASTERN CAPE
Animal magic

MasterChef Travel includes single-centre short breaks and
longer tours to many of the most culturally fascinating parts
of the world. In addition to broadening culinary horizons,
there’s also plenty of sightseeing included to give a complete
travel experience.

Kate Adie

© Shine Limited
Licensed by Shine 360°

Operated by Cox & Kings Travel Limited
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Discover more about MasterChef Travel by visiting
mastercheftravel.com or call 020 7873 5005.
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